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ABSTnACT

Thlr report reviews the coastllne of the North West. In lt ls a descrlptlon
of netursl and mEn made processes which affect the behavlour of thls part of
the Unlted Klngdon. It lncludeg a sunnary of the coastal defences, aleag of,
slgnlflcant change and a nunber of aspects of beach developnent. There is
also a brlef chepter on wlndg, waves and tldal actl.on, wlth extenslve
ref,erences belng given ln the Blbllography.

Thlg ls the elghth report of a series belng carrled out for the lllnlstry of
Agrlculture, Fl,sherles and Food. For further Lnformation please contact
llr J M Motyka of the Coagtal Processeg Section, Harltime Bnglneerlng
Departnent, Hydraulics Research Limlted.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1985, the Ministry of Agricul ture, Fisheries and

Food corrnissioned Hydraulics Research, Wallingford to

carry out a review of the coastline of England and

Wales. The principal aim of this review is to provide

information on various factors affecting the

development of the coastline, including the physical

processes, aDy coastal defences which may affect these

processes, as well as natural factors such as the

eoastal geology, geomorphology, winds, \raves and tidal

action. Also included is a bibliography containing

details of reports, studies and papers describing this

part icular coast l ine.

In thj.s review the coastline of England and Wales has

been sub-divided into regions, with each major region

being covered by a separate report. The present

report is Volume 8 of the series, and covers the

North West coast from the Great Orme to the Solway

Firth.

One of the fundamental objectives of this review is to

identify those stretches of coast which can be

treated, from a coast protecti-on viewpoint, as

individual units or cells. Such cel1s are judged to

be self contained in those areas where it is found

that beach or nearshore changes within a particular

cel I  have no signi f icant effect on processes taking

place in adjoining ce1ls.  Ident i f icat ion of l i t toral

cells is intended to help planners determine the

Iength of coast l ine l ikely to be affected by coastal

works in any part icular area.

I t  is hoped that this type of 'overview' wi l l  assist

in the understanding of the coastal syst.em as a whole

and may lead to a more unified approach to the

planning of coastal  defences.



Ttrroughout these reviews the phrase rschedule 4

boundary' is often used. This is a term from the
fCoast Protect ion Act of 1949' which def ines the

boundary, chiefly on rivers and estuaries, upstream of

which the Act ceases to apply. It is used here for

convenience to establish a cut off point with regard

to coast protect ion. Br ief ly the Coast protect ion Act

establishes relevant maritime authorities as the
rcoast protection authority' giving them general

povrers to carry out coast protection work within their

specified boundaries. The other relevant Act of

Parliament is the 'Land Drainage Act of 1976r. This

deals (among other things) with the prevention of

f looding by the sea, ie 'sea defence.r,  and is usual ly

the responsibili ly of the Water Authorities. Both

Acts now come under the jurisdicti.on of the Ministry

of Agricul ture, Fisheries and Food.

The major coastal units are set out in Chapter Z and.

the more important coastal features highlighted.

Chapter 3 describes the geology and recent coastal

evolution. General information on winds, waves, tides

and tidal currents is given in Chapter 4. The main

body of the report is contained in Chapter 5, which

describes the coastal defences and their effect on

coastal  processes.

2 SUMMARY

The coastline bounding the eastern part of the Irish

Sea is predominantly low lying land, consisting mainly

of alluvial deposits. The beaches are wide and sandy

and have few natural boundaries, hence 1arge stretches

of shoreline can be included into natural littoral

unit ,s or cel ls.  From a planning view point the cel ls

could be considered as fol lows:-



Great Ormes llead to the River Mersev

With the exception of Little Ormes Head and Rhos point

at the western end of this frontage there are few

boundaries which arrest littoral drift effectively.

The nett direction of littoral drift along this coast

is from west to east. Where this drift is obstructed,

by grolmes or other such structures there are serious

downdrift erosion problems. Essentially all the

beaches along this coastal should be considered as

being strongly dependent. The beaches at the western

end of this frontage have been deprived of a source of

material supply ever since the River Conwy was

deflected onto its present course to the west, of the

Great Orme. The problems of reduced material supply

have gradually spread in an eastward direction. These

problens are compounded by the proliferation of

coastal defences along this frontage. The defences

while necessary from the point of view of preventing

flooding, have in many places exacerbated erosion by

causing beach scour in front of thern. At the present

day most of the frontage from the Great Orme to the

River Dee is suffer ing from coast l ine recession.

Beaches between the Dee and the Mersey are also

suffering from erosion despite the presence of very

extensive sand banks at the mouth of the Dee and

within Liverpool Bay. The Dee estuary acts as a vast

sink for muds and silts but it is by no means a

zero-transport boundary. Sand is transport,ed across

the mouth of the Dee in an eastward direction via the

West Hoyle Bank and East Hoyle Spit. It is then

driven eastwards accreting at the mouth of the Mersey

on the Great Burbo Bank. With the training of the

Mersey approaches the Crosby channel can now be

considered as a fair ly ef fect ive barr ier to l i t toral

dr i f t .  I t  is unl ikely that any coastal  engineering

works west of the Crosby channel will have a



significant impact on the coastline to the east, or

vice versa.

River Mersev to the Lune estuarv

Between the estuaries of the Mersey and the Lune lie

continuous sand beaches. Ttre dune belt of south west

Lancashire is one of the largest areas of wind blown

sand, extending from Bootle docks to Southport. Sand

gives way to salt marshes wi.thin the Ribble estuary,

however there is a nett drift at the estuary mouth via

the sand banks of Horse Sand and Crusader Bank. There

i.s also believed to be some onshore sand transport at

the estuary mouth as a result of the landward residual

drift near the sea bed. Further northward continuous

sand beaches extend to the mouth of the Wyre at the

southern end of the Lune estuary. There is accretion

on both the south and north shores of the Ribble and

thus the whole stretch from the Mersey to the Lune can

be considered as one coastal unit.

The Lune Estuarv and Morecambe Bav

Both the Lune Estuary and Morecambe Bay are shallow

water areas in which large expanses of sand and rnud

banks are elq)osed at low tide. Both areas contain

vast quantities of silt and sand probably deposited

there by glaciers. The sediments within the Lune

estuary also contain large quantities of mud and large

areas of saltmarsh which have developed as a result of

the more sheltered conditions in that area. These

areas are normally well sheltered from wave attack but

during large surges the coastal fri-nge is very

susceptible to flooding. Both the Lune Estuary and

Morecambe Bay are effectively sinks for the deposition

of sand, silt and nud. Morecambe Bay has a deep water

channel called the Lune Deep which allows wave action

from the south and south-west to propagate to the



south shore of the Bay. OnIy in the upper reaches are

conditi.ons sufficiently sheltered to allow the

deposition of silt and mud and the development of

saltmarsh. Both areas can be considered as

independent units subject to the same tlpe of problems

with regard to coast protection, namely flood induced

damage.
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Ttrere is a continuous stretch o? spnd foreshore

extending from the soulh end of Walney,,..f,sland almost

to St Bees Head. In places the sand is bd'o\ed by

storm shingle r idges. Li t toral  dr i f t  is weak'a{rd is

generally in a nett southward direction. The ,1n

coastline has a number of rivers and estuaries u\,
(principally Duddon and the Esk) which are infil led

with sand and do little to int,errupt the movement of

material from one side of the estuary mouth to the

. The coastal stretch is largely undeveloped

idered as one coastal unit. Due to the

weak littorafdqift it is unlikely that coast

protect ion works, for

have a significant impaet on the coastline to the

north.

St Bees Head to the Solwav Firth

St Bees Head marks an important divide in the

direction of littoral drift and thus forms a natural
I'coast protection boundary". To the north of St Bees

Head the littoral drift though not strong is

predominantly northerly. This drift is partly

interrupted by the harbours of Whitehaven, Workington

and Maryport. Much of the backshore in this area has

been reclaimed from the sea by the tipping of mine

waste. Now that the deposition of mine r.raste on the

foreshore has largely ceased there is rapid coastli-ne



3 COASTAL PROCESSES

3 . 1  G e o l o g i c a l

background

recession between Whitehaven and MarSport. Further

northward from AIIonby into the Solway Firth the

coastline becomes more naturar consisting of sands and
muds on the lower foreshore and shingle ridges on the
backshore. Within the estuary itself there are

extensive areas of saltings. Ihese saltings

are generally in a healthy condition although there is
some loca1 erosion due to the meandering of tidal

channels. The frontage ean be considered as one large

coastal unit. Within this unit there are a number of
smaller cells formed by the harbours of Whitehaven,

Workington and Maryport. Because drift bl4passes these

harbours the frontages between them should be treated

as tfpartly dependentl ceI1s. The Solway Firth itself

forms a natural sink for fine sediments and thus forms

a natural boundary to this frontage.

Along the coastline of North-West England between the
Great Orme headland and the Solway Firth the solid
geology ranges from the Carboniferous limestones and

coal measures to the marls and sandstones of the

Triassic period (New Red Sandstone) (200-350m years

ago).  However these rocks have l i t t le direct

influence on the coastal scenery exeept between

Maryport and St Bees and the Orne headlands on the

welsh coast. For the most part the rocks are overlain

by thick formations of superficial unconsolidated

glacial  and post glacial  mater ials and the present

coast l ine has been cut in these sediments.

Carboniferous Li-mestones are exposed around the eoast

of Morecambe Bay and along parts of the coast of North

Wales. Wi.th the exception of the headlands of the

Great and Li t t le Orme these l imestone cl i f f l ines are



not usually under current marine attack. Uillstone

grits and sandstones underlie the coast along the

Heyshan peninsula but are only exposed in the 1ow

cliffs at Heysham Head. The coal measures between St

Bees and Maryport have led to the industrial

development of this particular stretch of coast.

Finally most of the remaining parts of the north-west

coast l ine, that is parts of North Wales, the Wirral ,

Lancashire and Cumbria, are underlain by younger

Triassic sandstones which are only exposed as the

impressive cl i f fs at  St Bees.

The coastal outline has developed to its present

configuration since the end of the Ice Age that is

over the past 10000 years. During the Pleistocene

period the whole area including the floor of the lrish

Sea was covered by massive ice sheets which deposited

vast thicknesses of debris, generally known as boulder

clay or glacial tiIl. The eventual retreat and

rnelting of the ice contributed to a g1oba1 (eustatic)

r ise in sea levels.  The fr ish Sea area was gradual ly

submerged and Ireland was eventually separated from

mainland Britain. The glacial deposits were sorted by

wave act,ion and the boulder clay was rapidly eroded

with the advance of the surf zone.

Rates of sea level rise in this area have been

complicated by isostatic adjustments of the land mass

due to the release of the weight of the ice. Thus

post glacial sea leve1s have fluctuated relative to

Iand levels and there is evidence of levels both

higher and lonzer than at the present day. Gresswell

(Ref 1) proposed that a single marine transgression

created a fossi l  c l i f f  of  boulder clay some miles

inland, cal . led the 'Hi l lhouse coast, l ine' ,  and forms a

marked present day feature in south-west Lancashire

and the Wirral .  Other terrace features in Morecambe



3 . 2  C o a s t a l

Bay and the Solway Firth have also been attributed to

periods of higher sea levels.

During subsequent periods of lower sea levels si l ts,

clays, and peat were laid down over boulder clay under

estuarine and lacustrine conditions. The low lying
rMosslandr area to the seaward of the tHillhouse

coastline' was formed in this way. The sea has since

readvanced subrnerging these deposits which are now

sometimes exposed in the intertidal zone for example

in Penrhlm Bay and at Formby Point. The slow but

progressive rise in sea Ievel is continuing and

implies that coastal recession along exposed coasts

i+ith an inadequate littoral supply of sediment is

likely to continue in the long term. The glacial

sediments and the erosion of boulder clay cliffs have

produced a vast reservoir of sands and muds which have

been redistributed by wave induced littoral drift and

tidal currents to. accurm:late within the estuaries and

bays and form offshore banks.

Processes

The coast of the north-west of England forms the

southern and eastern shores of the Irish Sea. The

coastline is mostly formed in soft glacial and post

glacial unconsolidated naterials which have receded

rapi.dly during the post glacial period. In general

the stretches of open coastline are subject to

continued long term recession and foreshore lowering

while accretion is occurring in the estuaries and the

bays. Much of the coastal region is low lying fringed

by sand dunes, salt marsh and shingle ridges which

provide linited natural protection from the sea.

Elsewhere for example in North Wales, the Wirral and

along the Fylde coast sea defences have ' f ixed'  the

high water line.



The coastline faces to the north and to the west and

therefore is exposed to the prevailing winds from the

western sector and to storm conditions from the

north-west. However fetches from the south and west

are limited by Wales and Ireland respectively and from

the north by the Scottish coast. The Isle of Man

produces some sheltering effects by significantly

reducing fetches for example from the north-west along

the coast of North Wales. The relative wave elposure

of any part of the coastline therefore relates to its

orientation and the direction of maximum fetch.

Offshore bathymetry further complicates the pattern of

wave approach and in places sand banks provide some

shelter, for exanple in Liverpool Bay. The whole area

is subject to a large tidal range. The coastline is

particularly vulnerable to inereased water levels and

surge conditions which can lead to widespread

flooding. The devastating effects of floods in

November L977 }:.as prornpted the upgrading and

reinforcement of many defences and embankments in the

region.

The overall trend of littoral drift is from west to

east along the coast of North Wales and then

northwards to the Solway Firth. I{owever the magnitude

of the drift varies with wave exposure and the pattern

is segmented into sub-units by the estuaries and bays

where tidal currents dominate the movement of

sedjment. The wide estuaries of the Dee, Ribble,

Solway and Morecambe tsay are sinks for marine

sediments and have a long history of siltation and

salt marsh development. fn general Liverpool Bay has

been accreting material as wave and tidal current

forces vithin the Irish Sea produce a net, eastward

dri f t  of  sand. But long term erosion along the North

Wales coast has been associaLed with inadequate inputs

to the l i t toral  dr i f t  and local ised erosion on the

Wirral and at Formby Point is probably associated with



changes in bed and channel configurations within the

bay either natural or induced by man.

North Wales - Great Orme to the Point of Air

Along the coast of North Wales east and downdrift of

Great Orme the beaches are suffering the effects of

long term erosion and lowering of foreshore levels

promoted by the gradual diminishing supply of

available beach sediments and exacerbated by man's

act iv i t ies.

At Great Orme's Head steep cl i f fs of  Carboniferous

Limestone are subject to occasional landsl ips.

Llandudno is situated on Ormes Bay which is enclosed

between the limestone promontories of the Great Orme

to the west and the Little Orme to the east. There is

an extensive flat sandy beach with shingle on the

upper foreshore. The bay faces north and to some

extent is sheltered from the west and north-west by

the Great Orrne which also acts as a barrier to the

movement of sediment i.nto the bay from the west.

Similarly the Litt1e Orme effecti.vely contains

material within the bay and very litt1e is lost to the

east. The extension of the Great Orme beyond the

general coastal line of North Wales induces a

clockwise eddy circulation in the general west to east

tidal stream which promotes a small localised flow in

the eastern part of the bay. For the most part the

beach appears to be stable although sand levels are

lower in the west. At the eastern end of the bay sand

is replaced by shingle at the hi-gh water mark which is

some distance from the sea waII .  Li t toral  dr i f t  is

generally low but some littoral movement of sediment

occurs from vest to east within the bay during winter

storms.

1 0



PenrhSm Bay faces north-east between Little Orme and

Rhos Point. Prior to the 6th century the River Conwy

flowed into the sea along the Afon Ganol t,o the east

of Great Orme into Penrh5m Bay supplying vast

quantities of sediments to the littoral zone. At that

time the coastline is thought to have been 2 to 3

miles to the seaward of its present position. Land

subsidence resulted in the penetration by the sea and

the course of the River Conwy was diverted to enter

the sea to the west of Great Orme. The cutting off of

this supply of sand and shingle to the coastal zone

east of Great Orme is thought to mark the onset, of the

Iong term recession not only in Penrhyn Bay but along

the North Wales coast in general since present day

supplies of material are limited to local erosion of

the headlands of Great and Little Orme.

The intertidal foreshore at Penrhyn is now much

depleted of sand and shingle and consists mainly of

rocks and boulders washed out from the localised

erosion of boulder clay cliffs on the east side of the

Little Orme. Peat and forest beds are revealed at low

tide. The bay is only significantly ex.posed to waves

east of north but the refraction of waves around

Little Orme and the configuration of the bay gives

rise to edge-wave effects inducing a pronounced

easterly drift of sediment. A drift. reversal due to

tidal eddies in the flood stream within the bay

similar to that in Ormes Bay is only likely to be

significant during calm conditions. Very little beach

material actually reaches Penrhyn Bay from the west

around the Little Orme but the bay is less effecti_vely

enclosed at the eastern end and prior to the

construction of the breakwater at FJros-on-Sea beach

material was readily transfered eastwards into Colwyn

Bay. The low lying land behind Penrhyn Bay is

prot,ected by a promenade sea wall but problems of wave

overtopping and flooding have persisted where the sea

1 1
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downdrift to the east is 1ike1y to be minimaL
' providing the beach is well nourished (Ref 2).

wall is under direct wave attack. During north-

westerly gales coincident with high tides large storm

waves travel along the sea wall increasing in height

as they progress from west to east. Ttris situation

has also served to exacerbate the erosion as beach

levels have continued to fall in front of the waIl.

It has been proposed to construct two shore-connected

breakwaters and renourish the intervening beach

between with a mixture of sand, shingle and cobbles in

an effort to protect the sea waII in the west part of

At Rhos-on-Sea the construction of a rock offshore

breakwater has led to the accumulation and

redistribution of sediment along the adjacent

coastline. the breakwater has been effective in

trapping the small drift of material eastwards from

Penrh5m Bay as well as attracting a reverse westerly

drift of material from Co1wyn Bay to the east and

fi-ner mud from offshore. However this has exacerbated

the already falling sand levels along Colwyn Bay.

Some recent sand accumulation at the toe of the wall

is likely to be derived from offshore but is on a very

small scale. Beach levels at Colwyn are 1ike1y to

continue to deteriorate as material is transported

both to the east towards Pensarn under littoral drift

and to the west under tidal currents.

Further eastwards towards Llandulas there are

increasing proportions of shingle in the beach

material which is built up into a wide shingle ridge

in places. The River Dulas is def lected eastwards by

such a bank of shingle. Shingle fringes much of the

shoreline eastwards to RhyI. The flat sandy foreshore

often with oc.posures of peat and clay shovr the effects

of a progressive reduct ion in levels and ' rol l ing

I Z
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back' of high water mark. The 1ow lying land behind

and urban development there have necessitated the

construction of sea walls and revetments to reduce the

risk of flooding. Gro5rne construction has followed as

foreshore levels have continued to fall in front of

these wal1s but as a result the amount of beach

material reaching the downdrift frontage further east

at PrestatSm has been reduced. Extraction of

beachmaterial west of Rtryl during the last century for

the construction of the Liverpool Docks has

contributed to this situation. Map studies show that

parts of the RhyI to Prestat5rn foreshore have been

reduced in width by 50% to 500m over the past 100

years as the high water line nor/ rfixed' by the

positions of the sea walls has been unable to reced.e

landvrards (Ref 4). Tirnber Grolme systems have been

ineffective in promoting any accumulation of sand.

Foreshore erosion, due to tidal scour along gullies

close inshore and wave reflection from the wa1ls, now

exposes theunderlying clay substratum and with a lack

of sufficient sand supply this proeess is likely to

continue.

f l r " 1 t * / / ' ,  f : s " " s z  / :  e ^  o / *

East of Prestat5m to the Point of Air natural sand

dunes form the only coast protection against the sea.

Ttre wind blown sand from the offshore banks e>qposed at

low tide accumulates under onshore wind conditions and

the easterly littoral drift moves the sand towards the

mouth of the Dee estuary. Although the area is fairly

remote it has nevertheless suffered erosion and damage

close to access points.  Parts of the dunes are now

fenced off to prevent, such damage by the public. The

Point of Air forms a prominent ,ness' of sand and

shingle with a coastal belt of high dunes capped by

marram grass.
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Dee Estuarv

The estuary of the River Dee forms a wide funnel shape

B km wide at its mouth and 30 kn in length up to

Chester. Large expanses of drying sand and salt marsh

cover about two-thirds of the area at low spring

tides. The estuary has straight sides marked by a low

cliff or break of slope cut into boulder elay for the

most part. The line of the estuary may have

originated as an overdeepened (possibly glacial) fault

trough. Ttre rock floor is now over 50 m below OD and

is covered to that depth by post glacial alluvial

sediments. The history of the Dee has been one of

gradual siltation, salt marsh growth and deterioration

of channel depths as post glacial sea level rise has

ceased to balance the rate of deposition which has

been accelerated by mants act iv i t ies (Ref 5).

Silting has been a problem for navigation to the port

of Chester since the Middle Ages and other ports have

since been located downstream. Large areas of

marshland have been reclaimed and navigable channels

regulated. These together with the natural processes

of si l tat ion have led to a progressively smal ler t idal

volume and in turn to an acceleration of natural

accretion. The shape of the estuary widening seawards

means that tidal scour is lneffective in renoving

sediment on the ebb rchich has i.tself been reduced by

the. iontrol  of  land water discharges, whi le strong

flood currents encourage material to move up the

estuary from Liverpool Bay. A11 these factors have

led to an area vhich is and will continue to be a

major sink for sand, silt and mud. During the lgth

century the course of the river below Chester was

diverted from the lower north side of the estuary to

the Welsh bank by excavating a new channel through

wel l  consol idated sal t ings and restraining i ts

movement by the construction of training val1s. By

T4



I9L6 26% of the total area of the estuary at high

wat,er had been lost by reclamation between the new

channel and the east shore. By 1983 deterioration due

to loss of tidal storage had been so severe that

efforts to maintain navigation depths in the upper

estuary were abandoned. Marker estimates that silt

and sand have collected on the marsh at a rate of

25run/year and notes that a sandy beach existed at

Parkgate in the late 1930's but within 10 years it was

covered by salt marsh which has continued to e:r.pand

along the east shore to Heswall. The introduction of

Spartina grass at Connah's Quay in the 7920' s has also

accelerated the rate of growth of sal t  marsh.

Some bank erosion along the estuary takes place as a

result of meandering channels and wave action. The

land adjacent to the estuary is low lying and is

protected from flooding by embankments behind the

marsh around mrch of the periphery. Many engineering

studies of the Dee estuary have been carried out

relating to the problems of navigation and to various

proposals for road crossings and to the feasibi l i ty of

a barrage scheme (Ref 6).

The Wimal Peninsula

The Wirral Peninsula lies between the estuaries of the

Rivers Dee and Mersey. The coastline is formed in lolr

lying boulder clay overlain by post glacial deposits

and which for the most part has been retreating

rapidly. Rock outcrops are limited to the north-east

and south-west, at Perch rock, New Bright,on and off

Hi lbre Point.  The main defences are substant ial  sea

wal ls bui l t  to al leviate problems of f looding and wave

overtopping. The 1ow lying land between Birkenhead

and the Wallasey embankment is known as the Wallasey

Pool and is thought to be a past sea channel of the

River Mersey with the north-eastern corner of the
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Wirral at New Brighton forming an island. Before the

construction of the Wallasey embankrnent there was a

danger that the sea would break through and a

permanent channel to the Mersey re-established.

Ttre Wirral is exposed to the naximr:m fetch occurring

across the Irish Sea and this coincides with the

direction of the strongest prevailing winds from the

west to the north-west. The East Hoyle sand bank

provides some protection at the western end of the

peninsula where some accretion has occurred. However,

training walls in Liverpool Bay have had the effect of

refleeting incident wave energy onto the north-east

Wirral coast so increasing the e:rposure of the

shoreline to wave attack. Sediment derived from the

North Wales coast and offshore in the Irish Sea tends

to be transported in a net easterly direction along

the North Wirral coast and into the Mersey estuary.

Studies of the East Hoyle Bank have shown that sand

movement is strongly influenced by wave induced

currents and the effect of tidal currents appears to

be mi-nimal. Tracing oqperiments show the movement to

be in a west-east direction although at a relatively

slow rate (Ref 7).  However,  l i t toral  dr i f t  at  the

eastern end in the mouth of the River Mersey is more

complex due to the interaction of vaves and strong

t idal  currents.

The Wirral coast has a history of long term erosion

and shoreline recession. The changing pattern of the

offshore sand banks, part icular ly the East Hoyle Bank,

have important consequences on the rate of erosion

along the shoreline for example at Dove Point.

Gradual shoreward mi-gration of the bank initially

increases erosion as a t idal  channel is pushed closer

inshore unt i l  i t  is eventual ly inf i l led by si l tat ion.

Erosion of the seaward face of the Leasowe dunes has

progressed steadily since measurements were taken in
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1882 reaching a maximum rate of about 1.5 m/year

(Ref 8). The dunes remained unprotected from wave

attack until recently with the construction of a clay

embankment covered by rip-rap. Rock breakwaters \rere

also constructed at either end of the frontage to

reduce any rendr effects created by the waIls to each

s ide .

Elsewhere along the coastline of the Wirra1 general

erosion and foreshore lowering has been taking place

exposing the clay substratum on the foreshore. These

changes in beach leve1 are probably related to the

changes that have taken place on the sffshore sea bed

in Liverpool Bay and have been accelerated by the

adverse effects of the sea wa1ls themselves.

Foreshore lowering at New Brighton at an annual rate

of 0.3m between 1933 and 1945 prompted the

construction of gro5rnes in the 1940's with only

limited success in attracting beach sediments (Ref 9).

In the past 25 years beach leve1s have continued to

fa1I at a similar rate and this has led to the recent

construction of several submerged shore connected and

offshore breakwaters designed to intercept waves and

reduce tidal scour.

The llersey Estuarv

The outer estuary of the River Mersey in Liverpool Bay

consists of extensive sand banks exposed at 1ow water.

Shipping crosses the bay by way of the main navigation

channel, the Crosby Channel, between tralning walls of

tipped stone over a distance of 15 km before reaching

the Narrovs. Beyond the Narrows lies the large tidal

basin of the upper estuary. Siltation in the upper

estuary of the Mersey has long been a problem in

providing navigable access to the docks upstream. The

source of the material appears to be from Liverpool

Bay and a net landward drift of wat,er near the bed of
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the estuary carrying the sand upstream. The state of

the tide appears to have little effect on the rate of

landward drift. It has been shown by physical models

of the estuary that the construction of the training

wa1ls in Liverpool Bay have altered the sediment

circulation pattern thereby increasing the supply of

material to the mouth of the estuary. Another factor

contributing to siltation in the upper estuary has

been the partial stablisation of the movements of the

1ow water channel which usually provide a natural

flushing of accumulated sediments. Both of these

factors have 1ed to the reduction of the tidal

capacity of the estuary and thus promoted further

secondary sedimentation (Ref 9). Reeent studies based

on the exanination of chart evidence and eomputer

simulation techniques have catalogued the bed changes

in the River Mersey (Ref t0 and 1l). Such information

about the changes in the estuary and the processes of

sediment circulation have import,ant implications for

the nature and location of the dumping of various

wastes (sludge, dredged spoi l  and col l iery tai l ings)

at sea in Liverpool Bay (Ref 12).

South-West Lancashire - the Mersev to the Ribb1e

The west facing coastline of south-west, Lancashire is

moderately well protected from lrave action by the sand

banks in Liverpool Bay and in no direction is the

fetch greater than 200km. The coastline is

characterised by a wide flat sandy foreshore backed by

sand dunes. About lkm offshore and running paral1e1

to the beach is the deep water entrance channel to the

River Mersey. The 1ow lying area inland called
'Mossland'  stretches from the north of Liverpool to

become part  of  Mart in Mere east of  Southport .  Much of

the area l ies below the level of  mean high t ide and is

therefore vulnerable to marine inundation, the only

protection being the naturally occurring coastal, sand
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dunes. At present there are areas where the dunes are

relatively narrow and may not provide the necessary

protection if subjected to a combination of high tide

and storm surge attack.

Ttte sand dunes of South-West Lancashire form one of

the largest areas of wind blown sand in Britain

stretching northwards from the docks at Boot1e to

Southport where they merge with the salt marshes of

the Ribb1e Estuary. Ttre dunes, which have a maximum

inland extent of 4km and rise to a height of 2Om at

Formby, are backed by flatter sand 1inks.

Accretion along much of the coast during the 19th

century has been followed by the progressive recession

of the shoreline at Fornby Point since about 1906 at

an average rate of some 5 to 6m/annum. Coastal

erosion at Formby is caused by sand being transported

away from the Point by wave action. Off Formby there

is a point of net drift divergence with sediment bei-ng

transported northwards towards the River Ribble and

southwards towards the River Mersey. Sand is now not

being replaeed in sufficient quantities from offshore

to prevent erosion of the sand dune belt and reduction

of the level of the foreshore orposing the underlying

Holocene deposits in many areas.

The zone of erosion has gradually affected an

increasingly wide frontage, spreading northwards at, a

rate of 100m/year and southwards at 33m/yeat (Ref 13).

However at Southport to the north and at Raven Meols

south of Formby Point the coast is stj-Il accreting.

The onset of dune erosion was probably caused by

changes in the morphology of the offshore zone

coinciding with major construction, dredging and

dunping relating to the training of the Outer Mersey

estuary as i t  crosses Liverpool Bay. The result , ing

changes in the configuration of the banks and channels
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have subsequently modified the inshore pattern of wave

attack and tidal current activity and interrupted the

transport of sand from the offshore sea bed. Evidenee

also suggests an increase in the incidence of westerly

type weather and associated storm systems since the

turn of the century which eould have encouraged

erosion. Tranpling of embryo dune vegetation and

erosion of deep gullies in the foredune ridge by

pedestrians were important additional factors leading

to accelerated erosion at Formby before 1978. Dune

restoration work undertaken since that time has

significantly reduced the severity of the problem.

The intertidal zone increases northwards from about

500m width at Formby to 3km at Southport. The

foreshore is characterised by ridge and runnel

features up to four in nulber (termed fu1ls and lows

by Greswell);':in the inter tidal zone. The bars appear

to be fipermanenttt features approximately 1-1.5n high

and 150m 1r9l 'crest to crest.  They l ie at an angle of
. ' ; .  7 f

about B degrees to the coastline but parallel to the

crest of the westerly waves as they are refracted

inshore. It appears therefore that the banks are

adjusted to the predominant direction of wave

approach. At Formby Point the bars are closely spaced

but further northwards in the area of accretion their

spacing increases and they are formed further

offshore. The bars are destroyed. by storms but are

capable of re-establishing themselves rapidly under

calmer wave conditions. The littoral material is

transported northwards along the outer bars on to the

offshore banks such as Horse Bank, south of the Ribble

estuary. This bank provides the coast north of

Southport" *iitt considerable shelter from wave attack

and saltmarsh has developed along the south bank of

the estuary. However, strong tidal currents in the

inshore channels are stilI capable of transporting

fine sand andlsilt. Under storm conditions coinciding
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with high water levels, the banks are submerged and

waves break inshore causing widespread flood danage.

The sandy bed of the Ribble estuary eompletely dries

at low water except for the main navigation channel.

Before training works and dredging (started in the mid

1800fs) were carried out to improve the navigation of

the River Ribble to the Port of Preston 25km upstream

the estuary was crossed by a large number of low water

channels which constantly changed their aligrunent.

Now the flow is restricted to the north channel with

siltation in the earlier charurels and aceretion on the

adjacent sand banks. In the upper estuary saltings

advanced from the original bank almost up to the

training walls reducing the tidal storage. This

process gradually progressed downstream and has been

accompanied by reclamation since the middle of the

19th century to the present day especially on the

south side of the estuary. The rate of salt marsh

growth has been accelerated by the spread of Spartina

grass .

The net drift of sediment northwards continues across

the mouth of the Ribb1e estuary but the actual pattern

of sand movement is complex. There is a net influx of

sand from offshore and large quantities of sand remain

in the vicinity of the estuary mouth (Ref 14).

Changes in the tidal behaviour in the estuary have

also led to accretion on the banks at the mouth of the

estuary. At Lytham St Annes on the north shore of the

Ribble the littoral drift is variable d.epending on the

prevailing wind conditions ie southwards towards the

Ribble during north-westerly vinds and northwards

during the more prevalent south- west winds. As a

result  the net dr i f t  is snal l  and the foreshore is

accreting. Sand is currently extracted from the

foreshore at Lytham St Annes (Salters Bank) and from

the Horse Bank. Clearly the rate of extraction may
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cause changes in the wave climate and sediment balance

inshore and is elosely monitored such that no adverse

effects are experienced along the adjacent shoreline

( R e f s  1 4  t o  1 6 ) .

Fvlde Coast - the Ribble to the Wvre

The natural recession of the boulder clay cliffs of

the Fylde coast is now halted and the position of high

water fixed by massive sea walls which are continuous

for 20km from Squirers Gate, B1ackpoo1 to Fleetwood.

Prior to this the rate of erosion at Blaekpool used to

be approximately 2mlannum. However erosion has

continued along this frontage resulting in falling

beach levels and underrnining of the sea wa11s which

have been extended by sloping aprons. the gently

sloping sandy foreshore is about 500m wide at low tide

but is completely covered at high tide. The coastline

is aligned north to south so clearly the direction of

drift will depend on the direction of the onshore

winds. Since the fetch for winds from the south

s"ector are greater and can therefore generate greater

wave heights there is a net south to north drift along

the Blackpool frontage. Ilowever offshore banks in the

Ribble estuary provide relatively sheltered conditions

i.nshore at the southern end of the frontage and it is

more difficult to determine the net direction of

drift. Between Squirets Gate and Crusaders Bank there

appears to be a zone of zeto net drift while further

south the shape of the estuary leads to a predominance

of wave activity from the north and accumulation at

the mouth of the Ribble estuary.

A l imited analysis of beach prof i les at Blackpool

(Ref 15) show beach levels to be relat ively stable.

These long term trends should be taken with caution

since only a relatively small number of surveys (10)

were used over the 25 year period of study. However
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the results highlighted the extreme fluctuations in
beach leve1s (up to 3m) in the short term especially

close to the t,oe of the sea walls as a result of wave
refl-ection and scour. The study concludes that the
beaches at the northern end of the frontage are

marginally healthier than those at the south and the
analyses so far have not identified whether the

frontage as a whole is eroding or accreting. Finally
the report concludes that the dredging at Lytham St
Annes has not adversely affected the beaches at

Blackpool.

Further north at Freetwood the intertidal zone narrows
and the proportion of shingle on the upper foreshore

increases as wave oqposure and therefore littoral

drift from the south increases. At Rossarr point the
coastline turns eastwards and forms a recurved spit
into the mouth of the River Wyre. The coastline to
the east of the Wyre to the River Lune is low lying
and fringed with the saltings of the Cockerham and
PiIIing Marshes. Historically stor,m damage and

associated flooding have been persistent problems

along this coast. Most of the original clay

embankments have therefore been reinforced and

upgraded.

Morecambe Bay a large shallow indentation of the

extending from the Lune Estuary to

Barrow-in-Furness on the south c'mbria coast. At the
head of the bay are the wide estuaries of the Rivers
Kent and teven separated by the Cartmel peninsula.

The bay was formed by post glacial submergence of a
number of deep river valleys rrhich have since become

inf i l led with sediments. The coast l ine is most ly

formed in unconsolidated pleistocene and Holocene

deposits. The estuaries of the Lune, Leven and Kent
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and the eastern part of the bay at Silverdale,

Carnforth and Hest Bank are characterised by large

expanses of saltings which in total comprise about 5%

of the area of saltmarsh around the British coast.

The saltings provide a valuable natural defence from

wave attack except under conditions of high spring

tides and storm surges although some areas are

currently suffering severe erosion. Rock outcrops in

the form of cliffs and shore platforms occur along

very limited sections of the coast, for example at

Heysham Head (Millstone Grit) and Humphrey Head at the

south-east tip of the Cartmel peninsula (Carboniferous

Limestone). Between Silverdale and Arnside there are

extensi-ve cliffs of limestone which form promontories

at Blackstone Point and Jenny Brown's point and which

back areas of rapidly eroding salt marsh.

The remaining coastline is baeked by low ground

underlain by glacial  and post-glacial  deposits.

Eroded drr:m1in features (small hills of glacial

debris) form cliffs rising up to 30m. Ihe larger

pebbles and cobbles which cannot be moved away by wave

action remain at the foot of the cliff and often

extend seawards for some distance forming what are

local ly known as a 'scar '  or ,skear,  and represent the

former extent of the drumlin.

The bay acts as a large sink of sediments, mainly fine

sand of glacial origin with finer silt and muds found

in the more sheltered low energy environments at the

heads of the estuaries. The sediments reach

thicknesses of BOm over the rock floor in places. Ttre

large tidal range results in over half the area of the

bed of the bay being exposed at low spring tides. The

wave pattern vithin Morecambe Bay is very complex as

the waves are refracted over the numerous banks.

Significant wave heights are generally low because

fetches are limited in all directions excepL in a
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narrow window to the south-west and water depths are

insufficient to allow the propagation of large \raves.

However the height of both high and low water may be

raised considerably when strong winds blow from

between south and west for any duration. A storm

surge on the 11- 12 November 1977 produced a surge

height of 1.85m and caused extensive coastal flooding

and damage. This was followed two days later by an

even greater surge although it arrived at low water

and had 1itt1e adverse effect. Another serious storm

surge affected Morecambe Bay on 31 January-I February

1 9 8 3 .

Sediments are moved into the bay both by littoral

drift and by the tidal streams. Within the sheltered

conditions of the bay alongshore drift is negligible

but the channels and sand banks are highly mobile and

rapid movements occur especially during conditions of

high tides and south-westerly storms. Tidal currents

associated with the flood tide are capable of moving

large quantities of the fine sand and rnud into

suspension and therefore sediment is continually

movi.ng around in the bay. Changes in the

configuration of the sea bed in the south-eastern part

of the bay have been traced since 1845 from Admiralty

charts and more recent surveys suggest a long term

north-west to south-east migration of the banks and

channels off Heysham in a cyclJ-cal fashion (Ref 17).

On a tidal ti:ne scale radioactive tracing experiments

have shown sediment motion orientated to the tidal

direction with Heysham Lake acting as a flood channel

and Grange Channel acting as an ebb channel such that

sediment circulates in an anticlockwise direction

( R e f  1 8 ) .

Sediment movement is strongly influenced by tidal

streams and has been demonstrated by sea bed drifter

investigations to show the net drift of water close to
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the sea bed (Refs 19 and 20).  Two dist ict ly di f ferent

patterns of drift were revealed: an anti-clockwise

movement in the outer part of the Bay directed towards

the southern end of Walney Island and the south

Furness coast and a north-easterly movement on the

inner part directed tovards the head of the bay. Both

these movements are governed by tidal currents which

may be reinforced by wind-wave induced drifts.

Changes in the positions of the ehannels and banks

have very significant effects on the adjacent coast

within the bay. The growth of the salt marshes has

fluctuated in relation to the position of the low

water channels of the principal rivers flowing into

the Bay and at earlier times to efforts to reclaim

land and train the rivers. A characteristic feature

of the saltmarshes of Morecarnbe Bay is the presence of

cliffs, which may be up to I m high, often separating

large flat terraces. Similar terraces are corunon in

the Solway and Ribble estuaries. The cliffs represent

the eroding edge of the marsh as the low water channel

moves inshore. At a later stage when the channel

moves ar'ray, saltmarsh gradually redevelops at a lower

leve l .

The movement of the Kent channel eastwards close

inshore (probably in the late 1970's) has ini t iated a

phase of serious erosion along the the saltmarshes of

Carnforth and Si lverdale. Pr ior to the 1850's

Silverdale was a popular bathing resort but then began

to decline as the foreshore became muddy and marsh

developed. By 1893 marsh covered an area of L27ha

(314 acres) but was destroyed in the early part  of

this century as the Kent channel salng back to the

east. In 1955 the channel returned to the Grange side

and the sal tmarsh re-establ ished i tsel f  at  Si lverdale.

So far in the current phase of erosion the width of

the rnarsh at Silverdale has been reduced to about one
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fifth (200m) of its former extent and the marsh has

been deeply incised along the creeks for example at

Jenny Brownrs Point. In places the limestone cliffs

behind the marsh are actively developing under present

marine attack. In contrast the periods of erosion at

Silverdale have coincided with accretion on the west

side of the Kent estuary and the rapid spread of

Spartina along the shore at Grange-over-Sands and

Kentrs Bank.

Proposals to build one or more tidal barriers across

Morecambe Bay were made over twenty years ago with the

ajm of developing a number of large inland freshwater

reservoirs and possibly providing the added benefit

of camying a main road to improve access to the

Cumbrian coast (Ref 2l) .  The effect of  these water

conservation works on the tides, currents and the

sedirnent regime in the areas seaward of the proposed

works have been investigated by means of physical

model techniques (Refs 22 and 23). Results showed

that the construction of either one barrage across the

bay or separate barrages across the estuaries of the

Kent and Leven vould have the effect of reducing the

tidal volume and ebb velocities. This would lead to

an increase in the rate of accumulation of sand and

channel siltation such that Heysham could no longer

function as a deep water port without dredging. AIso

many of the saltmarsh areas behind the barriers would

become freshwater 'polders' and new areas of saltmarsh

would eventually develop to the seaward of the barrier

on the eastern side of the bay.

While nuch of the coastline of Morecambe Bay is

relatively sheltered, the town frontage of Morecambe

receives lees protection from the Furness peninsula

and is more exposed to waves approaching from a larger

sector to the west. Much of the land area around

Morecambe is low lying and in part below the leve1 of
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extreme tides. Sea walls extend along a 7km frontage.

The wal1s are subject to wave attack at high tides and

wave overtopping and flooding are frequent problems in

heavy seas. There has been a gradual loss of sand and

lowering of beach levels promoted by scour and wave

reflection such that rmrch of the foreshore now

consists of stones embedded in silt with only a fine

veneer of sand. Additional coastal protection

measures have recently been constructed such as a wave

return waIl at the back of the promenade. Present

works include the construction of several rock gro5rne

structures to encourage sand deposition, rock

armouring of the toe of the sea wall and renourishment

of the beach.

The mainland coast of the Furness peninsula between

the estuaries of the Leven iand the Duddon is sheltered

by Walney Island which lies south-east to north-west

just offshore. The island is about 20km long from

North End Haws to South End Haws and 1.5km wide

opposite Barrow-in-Furness but narrows irregularly to

the north and south. A narrow channel separates the

island from the mainland and was probably formed about

8000 years BP during the post glacial sea level rise.

The island consists entirely of superficial deposits

of glacial boulder clay, sand and gravel, alluvium,

wind blown sand and shingle. These materials offer

Iittle resistance to vave attack on the western

shoreline where the low ti1l cli.ffs provide the

beaches at their foot with a continuous supply of

beach material. The wide sandy foreshore is backed by

a steep shingle upper beach with boulder scars

offshore. Sand bars (ridge and runnel features) on

the lower foreshore are found especially at the north

end of the island and open northwards at a small angle

from the coast towards the Duddon estuary. The

eastern shore adjacent to the Walney Channel is well

sheltered from waves and tidal streams within the
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channel seldom reach velocities sufficient to move

sediment. Some narrow shingle beaches are found but

elsewhere salt marshes have developed.
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The effect of long

side of the island

island as a whole.

term marine erosion on the western

has been a gradual narrowing of the

Phillips and Rollinson have

ed coastal changes from cartographic

I one area that appears to be

able is between Hare Hill and

ns".wheie the island is at its narrowest,

now less than 500m wide.

Phillips and Rollinson also rneasured beach profiles at

nonthly intervals over a two year period from October

1963 to October 1965. The main changes in the

profiles related to the formation and combing down of

swash bars on the upper beach with the occurrence of

offshore and onshore winds respectively while the

Iower beach showed the gradual landward migration of

sand ridges in response to wave and tidal conditions.

The greatest changes in the beach profiles were

associated with periods of winds approaching from the

south-west over the open Irish Sea, ie with maximurn

fetch and over the maximum water depths, which results

in large waves being driven onshore with the minimum

of refract ion.

The northern and the southern ends of Walney Island

curve eastwards suggesting that beach material from

the west coast is being carried both to the north into

the Duddon estuary and to the entrance of the Walney

Channel in the south. Sand dunes have developed at

both ends. Accretion along the sand and shingle spit

at South Haws Point in the south-east was interrupted

by the conrnercial gravel extraction in the latter

part of the last century resulting in a reduction of

the size of the spit. Hovever since the ext,raction

-aier6gtied

evidence (Ref 24)
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ceased in 1900 a recurved spit has been re-established

and by 1970 had grown to a length of about 500m.

Recurved shingle ridges represent the former extent of

the spit and earlier stages in its growth. The spit

appears to be extending by the addition of banks of

shingle which are swept round the south-eastern tip.

Refraction causes waves to break at a large angle to

the beach which produces a considerable amount of

longshore beach drifting from the west. This has been

demonstrated by pebble tracing oqperiments (Ref 24).

At the northern end of Walney island there has also

been some accretion of sand and shingle and some

material probably crosses Scarth Channel t,o contribute

to accretion at Sandscale Haw on the eastern side of

the estuary of the River Duddon.

The Duddon Estuary to the Solwav Firth

Northwards from the River Duddon towards St Bees Head

the coastline consists of low cliffs cut i.n glacial

material, sand and shingle beaches and areas of wind

blown sand for example at Haverigg Point, Eskmeals,

Drigg and Seascale. The Ravenglass estuary is the

result of submergence of the lrt, Mite and Esk River

channels and the presence of extensive tid.al flats and

shoals suggests that it has been or is currently an

area of deposition of sediments. However peat

deposits ocposed in the inter-tidal zone off the

Ravenglass estuary demonstrate that the shoreline was

at one time during the post glacial period to the

seaward of its present position and at a lower level.

The direction of littoral drift along this particular

stretch of coast l ine is unclear.  The sand spit  at

Eskmeals and the northward deflection of the River

Annas suggest a northward drift to the south of the

Ravenglass estuary. However the sand spit at Drigg

Point on the northern side of the estuary is clearly

the result of a net southerly movement of sediment
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alongshore. It would appear likely that, since the
coast is orientated to the west of south-west, the
direction and magnitude of littoral movement of
sediment is variable and net rates are relatively
smal1. The accurmrlations of material within and
around the Ravenglass estuary suggest that on balance
there is a net influx or convergence of sediment in
this area.

The land rises northwards to st Bees Head where high
steep sand,stone cliffs rise up to 100m. fhese form
the only prominent cliffs of solid rock along the
coast of the North-West. The greater resistance of
these rocks to wave action has formed a headland
standing seaward of the general rine of the eoast and
forming the most westerly part of the cumbrian coast.
Thus St Bees Head creates a di_vergence of sediment
paths with a northward littorar drift to the north of
St Bees and a southward drift to the south.

To the north of St Bees rocks belonging to the Coal
Measures are exposed and this has led to industrial
activities which have had an important effect on the
coast between Whitehaven and Maryport. The original
source of beach material along this coast was from the
cliffs at St Bees Head but in more recent times the
primary supply of beach material has been colliery and
steel mi l I  waste, such as slag and shale which have
been dumped in large quantities on the foreshore and.
subsequently redistributed by the northerry littoral
drift. The width of the beaches has increased,

substantially and the natural position of the high
water l ine, ie pr ior to t ipping, is in places unclear.
Accretion has been greatest to the south of workington
and l{aryport where materi_al has accumulated against
the harbour arms. Shoreline ad.vance south of Mar54port
has been of the order of 200m (Ref 25).  Now that
dumping has been very much reduced in scale due to the
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TIDAT CURRENTS

closure of collieries and later the steel mill south

of Workington, the coastline is generally eroding as a

result of the discrepency between the rate of

alongshore drift and the reduced rate of supply of new

material. South of both Workington and Maryport this

erosion seems to have been exacerbated in the recent

past by beach mining for aggregate. It seems 1ike1y

that the erosion will continue at least until the

present reserves of waste material are removed.

To the north of Maryport the smooth coastline is cut

in boulder clay but is fringed by Iow sand dunes and

shingle ridges. North of Silloth the estuary of the

Solway begins to narrow and the inter-tidal zone

widens. The south-westerly aspect promotes a

convergence of littoral drift and sediments become

trapped and eventually deposited within the estuary.

Wave activity is reduced as the shelter provided by

both the north and south coasts increases upstream.

the estuary channels meander across extensive flats

er<posed at low tide. The sand banks are often

veneered with coal dust transported northwards from

the Workington area and muds and fi-ner sediments are

deposited further upstream and at the sheltered

margins. Wide tracts of salt marsh have developed on

the south shore of the estuary and in Moricambe Bay

but changes in the position of the channels and

tidal-induced scour causes the localised erosion of

the sal t ings.

The eastern part  of  the Ir ish Sea is a relat ively

shallow semi-enclosed basin having a sea bed of

4.1 Wind and wave

climate
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predominantly fine to medium sized sand. Much of the

area is open to the prevailing south-westerly wi.nds

and despite the lack of very severe wave activity the

bed is relat ively clean, being regular ly disturbed by

the combined action of waves and tidal eurrents.

The coastline is fairly well protected against

Atlantic swel1 and there is only a small gap, between

the south-west corner of Ireland and Anglesey, where

the fetch is virtually unlimi.ted. The area is

therefore one in which wind-wave predictions using

radial fetch methods can be used suecessfully to

simulate the wave climate.

There are in fact a number of ways in which wave data

can be derived for offshore locations around the

coastline. Weather observation stations have

measurements of mean hourly wind speed and direction

and the data for Lhe more exposed sites can then be

converted to "over the sea" wind information. This

wind information can then be used to reproduce wave

data by means of computer simulation techniques

(Refs 26 and 27). Such information can be obtained

from the Meteorological Offiee, Bracknell, in a number

of variable formats. The format being dependent upon

the type of analysis which is to be carried out. For

example a statistical analysis may require the data to

be "grouped" while for sinulation of real time wave

conditions hour by hour listing of data may be

required.

One can also use measured wave data which may come

from a number of sources. Offshore wave data is

col lected by weather ships, I ight vessels and visual

ship observat ions. In the present report  a l ist ing is

provided of instrumental ly recorded data, see below.

There is no doubt that visually observed wave

information, usual ly from vessels or l ightships, can
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be valuable in the open sea. Although individual

observations may not be particularly accurate the

large mass of data usually provides ample

compensation. Around the coastline of the United

Kingdom, however, there are considerable difficulties

in using visually observed wave data for coastal

engineering purposes. This is because ship

observations are grouped into I'sea areasr'. For the

varied exposure around the UK coastline these areas

are too large to be applied with any confidence at a

particular location.

A report has been prepared for the Department of

Energy vhich uses both existing wave observations and

numerical techniques to predict maximum extreme wave

heights for a 1 in 50 year storm (Ref 2B). The

predictions indicate that the maximum wave height in

the 50 year storm is likely to be about 18 metres at

the southern entrance to the Irish Sea, reducing to

about 14m in the eastern part ie off the north-west

coast. However, records from the Mersey Bar light

vessel, taken over a period of 7 years indicate that

maximum wave hei-ghts in excess of 6 metres are very

rare. These 'roffshore" predictions thus bear little

relation to the inshore wave climate and only give a

general picture of the relative severity of wave

action around different parts of the north-west coast.

Listed below are the known records of the offshore

wave climate obtained from an as yet unpublished HRL

reDort (Ref 29)
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Location

Morecambe Bay
Morecambe Bay
Douglas, IOM
Douglas, IOM
Douglas Light

MIAS Lat
Ref (N)

L 7 4  5 3 o 5 2 r 3 0 | l
t45
1 4 8  5  4 o  0 g  '  3 1 ' ,
149 540 0g |  3 l r l
801  54o08 r  36r '

Offshore wave data for the

Long Instrument
(l[)

Period of Data
recording

From To

fr ish Sea

Mean
Water
Depth
(m)

3 o 3 0 '  s w r
wrb

4"27t  17"  wrb
4027t  L7"  wrb
4"  27 '36 t '  wrb

13 .11 .56  20 .1 .59
1974 L976

13 .  6 .73  23 .4 .74
22 .  LL .7  4  2 .4 .7  5
24 .6 .80  10 .6 .8 I

22

20
20
27

swr

wrb

pg

Shipborne wave recorder

Wave rider buoy

pressure gauge or sensor

fhe above information, which has been recorded in

relatively deep water (taken as the 20m depth contour

or deeper) can be considered as typical for relatively

large stretches of coast. However, in order to

determine the wave conditions at any particular

coastal location reguires the use of wave refraction

models (Ref 30) to transform the informati.on from

offshore to the inshore location. There is also a

certain amount of inshore wave data. Such data is

usually very site specific and should not be used to

extrapolate to conditions at adjacent stretches of

coast without the refraction models referred to above.

For it to be used at an adjacent site the data would

need to be refracted outwards into deep water and then

transformed back to the new position on the coastline.

This type of transformation is complex and e>cpert

advice should be sought as to the suitability of

records at any particular sit,e for use at adjacent

s i t e s .
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Location

Llandudno
Penrhyn Bay
RhyI
Hilbre Island
Mersey Bar
Mersey Bar Lv
Fleetwood
Heysham
Barrow

Inshore

MIAS Lat
Ref (N)

wave data

Long
(w)

for the north west coast

Instrument Mean Period of Data
Water recording
Depth From To

(m)

- -

1 5 0 7  5 3 " 2 5 . 2 1
L44 53"231
L73 530321
173 530321
1 4 3  5 3 0 5 7 ' 5 0 r '

540 01  |  2gr l
5 2

wrb
wrb

3 o 3 0 r  w r b
3 o  1 4 '  p g
3 " 2 0 ' 5 4 "  s w r
3o2A'54" swr
3 o 0 1 r  0 2 r r  w r b
20 56 |  56rr wrb

pg

Dec 83 Mar 84
Dec 83 Mar 84

15  5 .  2 .85  7 .5 .86
3.5 Jan 69 llay 70

17 .5  L2 .9 ,65  t 2 .9 .66
1962 1969

3 .5  f . i 0 . 74  r8 .3 .76
9  1 .  7  . 78  30 .6 .79
-  19BB

4.2 Tides and t idal

currents

Tidal range

By contrast to the variable and unpredictable nature

of wave activity ttre rise and fall of the tide is both

regular and predictable. The effect of the tidal

range is considerable in that the breaking point of

the waves will vary in position at different stages of

the tidal cycle. Thus the effect of wave action can

be exerted over a considerable width of the beach.

From the viewpoint of the design of coastal defences

the magnitude of the tidal range is irnportant in

determining the crest elevation of coast protection

structures, the likeLihood of embankments being

overtopped etc.

The whole of the Irish Sea j-s subject to a large tidal

range. In effect high water can be considered as a

standing wave whose crest along the north-west coast

is at much the same time.

The tidal range increases from lrest to east. During

spring tides the range is about 7rn off the Great Orme

increasing to B.4m at Liverpool.  North of Liverpool

the range is var iable, being about 8.3m at Fleetwood,
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7.3m at Whitehaven and 8.4m at Si l loth. Detai ls of

the predicted tides can be found in the Adniralty Tide

Tables (Ref 31) but the mean spring tidal and neap

ranges at a number of locations around the Welsh coast

are as fol lows:-

Mean Tidal Ranges - Ttre

Location

Llandudno
Hilbre fsland
Liverpool
St Anners Pier
Fleetwood
Heysham
Barrow Docks
Tarn Point

(near Ravenglass)
Whitehaven
Mar54port
SiI loth

Tidal currents

north west coast

Spring Range Neap Range
(m) (m)

6 .9  3 . s
7 .7  4 .2
8 .4  4 .5
7 .9  3 .4
8 .3  4 .5
8 .4  4 .3
8 .1  4 .4
7 .4  3 .9

7 .3  3 .7
7  . 7  4 .1
8 .4  4 .6

fn the eastern Irish Sea maximum tidal currents exceed

ln./s throughout the area. In river mouths and

estuaries the currents alone may have sufficient

velocity to carry sand sized material. Within the

Mersey Narrows maxirm:m tidal current velocities during

mean spring tides are as high as 5% knots. Such

currents can transport sand sized material in

suspension.

Apart from tidal currents there are also residual

currents (non tidal drift of water) in the rrish sea

vhich tend to transport muds and fine silts in a

landward direction. This is evident from the movemenc

of spoil and sludge dumped in the outer parts of

Liverpool Bay. Thus while the sea bed in the Irish

Sea general ly consists of c lean sand there are pockets

of rnud, particularly in the approaches to the Mersey
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and off the south Lancashire coast. Such material does

not settle out on the open coast because conditions

are too disturbed for the deposition of fines.

The open coastline of the north-west is unlikely to be

affected by tidal current activity to any significant

degree, littoral movement being dominated by waves

breaking at an angl-e to the beach contours. Within

the estuary mouths, however, siltation takes place as

a result  of  sett l ing out of sands, si l ts and muds both

from offshore as well as from upstream sources, see

Chapter 3. There is also a great deal of sand

accretion at the estuary mouths as the result of sand

transport  as l i t toral  dr i f t .  The major estuaries such

as the Dee and the Ribble while acting as sinks for

mat.eri.al , are nevertheless bypassed as a result of

material transported across the nearshore banks.

Surges

In addition to tide leve1 variations there are changes

due to fluctuations in the atmospheric pressure.

Threse can either raise or lower the stil l water leve1

by a considerable amount. On the north west coast

much of the low lying alIuvial plain is vulnerable to

flooding. (During extreme conditions the storm surge

elevat ion could be as high as 2m. )

Wind induced surges thus play an important part in

raising vater levels above that predicted by
rrastronomic[ tide tables. Recent studies by the

Inst i tute of Oceanographic Sciences give predict ions

on maximum sea levels that can be expected for various

return periods (Ref 32).  In these predict ions both

astronomical tides and surges are included in the

analysis.  For the coastal  engineer often i t  is the

joint probabi l i ty of  occurrence of wave overtopping by

both waves and t idal  levels that is necessary for
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REVIEW OF COASTAT

DEFENCES

5.1 Great Orne to the

Point of Air

design purposes. A nr:rnber of such analytical

techniques have been developed at Hydraulics Research

and have been used i-n the design of major flood

defence schemes in Britain (Refs 33 and 34).

Due to the lack of any significant fresh input of

beach material, the north facing coast of Wales,

between Anglesey and the Dee is gradually 1osing its

beach deposits. The littoral material is being

transported eastwards towards the Dee Estuary and

Liverpool Bay and is not being replaced by sand from

the west. Coastal defences cover the majority of the

coastline and in certain areas beach lowering has been

exacerbated by the presence of highly reflective

steeply sloping or vertical concrete sea wal1s.

Four maritime Councils have the responsibility for

coast protection on the North Wales coast. They are,

from west to east, the Borough Councils of Aberconwy,

Co1w3m, RLruddlan and Delyn.

At the western

responsibility

Ormes Head east

Bay.

The high steep

Llandudno Pier

rocky outcrops

beach deposits.

end of this frontage Aberconwyrs

extends from some 37Kms west of Great

to the county boundary in Penhr5m

cliffs from Great Ormes Head to near

consist of carboniferous limestone with

with pract ical ly no foreshore and no

This area is subject to landsl ips

from t ime to t ime. Cl i f f  stabih_sat ion has been

carr ied out north of the pier.  This includes ,rock

bolt ingr concrete buttresses onto the cl i f f  face.
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The town of Llandudno is situated on low lying, former

marsh land in Ormes 8ay between the limestone

headlands of the Great Orme to the west and Little

Orme to the east. Ttre bay faces north and has a steep

shingle beach overlying sand which is er<posed at low

tide. ltre shingle beach is grolmed at the western end

of the bay, to prevent littoral drift from depleting

this area of beach material. Ttre headland of the

Little Orme aets as a major barrier so alongshore

drift is constrained within the bay. lhe absenee of

any appreciable quantities of sand in Penhr5m Bay

also indicates that the Little Orme also arrests sand

movement (or possibly deflects it seawards by tidal

currents) .

South of Llandudno Pier there is a masonry sea wall

some 250m long which is maintained by the Council.

The beach here is quite Iow and has a gentle slope.

It is covered at high water and there is a proposal in

hand to renourish the foreshore from the pier

eastwards over a distance of about 1500n and to

construct two massive rock gro)mes at either end of

the frontage to modify wave effects as well as arrest

movement of beach material.

The town frontage is protected for a distance of

L.7l(ms with a concrete stepped revetment fronted by

timber gro)mes. These gro)mes do not extend very far

seawards beyond the toe of the shingle beach and hence

do not affect the movement of sand over the flat lower

foreshore. ltris revetment extends eastwards to a

paddling pool in the centre of the frontage which is

protected by about l00m of masonry sea wall. The

foreshore is a steep shingle beach overlying sand.

East of the pool there are no coastal defences for

450m, and the sand and shingle foreshore is backed by

a grassed bank, which is eroding slowly. The

foreshore here is wider and with a steeper gradient
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than that to the west. Its composition is mainly

shingle and the high water mark just reaches the bank.
At the eastern end of the bay there is a mixture of
masonry sea wal1s protecting private property. These

walls extend for about 450m, beyond which there are

eroding clay cliffs and, further east, the rocky

headland of the Little Orme.

The nett littoral movement of material in Orme Bay is
low and in a nett west to east direction. Because the
bay is largely self contained and strongly indented

the beaches fronting the town are relatively stable

and littoral movement occurs mainly during winter

storms. There is however a slow depletion of beach

deposits within the bay.

As mentioned above, the coastline of North Wales is

ucperiencing a long term problem of recession due to a

reduetion in the supply of beach material. This

material (sand and shingle) was once brought down the

River Conwy when it flowed into the sea east of the

Great Orme. Land subsidence (which is believed to

have occurred in the 6th century) allowed the sea to
penetrate landwards and the Conwy river became

diverted from its former course to enter the sea west

of the Great Orme. This dramatic change cut off the

supply of sand and shingle to the beaches east of the

Great Orme and now the only source of fresh material

is local erosion from headlands such as the Great orme

and the Little Orme. While Orme Bay is well enclosed

by two major headlands, penhr5m Bay is ropen' at its
eastern end. Erosion has been fel t  most strongly in

Penhryn Bay though the dearth of beach supply has also

been affecting the adjoining Colwyn Bay also for

several decades. Penhrlm Bay stretches from the

headland of Li t t le Orme, east to Rhos point.  Very

I i t t le,  i f  any, l i t toral  mater ial  enters the bay from

the west. Rhos Point however at the eastern end of
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the bay is a much smaller obstruction and what

littoral drift there is can pass easily to the Rtros on

Sea breakwater. The transfer of material from Penhr5rn

Bay into Colwyn Bay is however insignifint, since

beach deposits within Penhrlm Bay are now almost non

existent. Some material is trapped at the north end

of the breakwater off Rtros Point but this consists of

small volumes of pebbles and cobbles, moved eastwards

during storms. Some sand and mud accretion also takes

place in the 1ee of the breakwater. At one time the

river Conwy used to di-scharge to the sea across what

is now the golf course and the foreshore in Penhryn

Bay was originally sandy. Since the construction of

the sea waIl, beach levels have fallen rapidly. The

beach now consists mainly of large and snall boulders

with small patches of sand.

At the western end of Penrhyn Bay, over a distanee of

about 115Om, the coastline has a mixture of privately

owned coastal defences. These are generally in poor

condj-tion and properties are at risk. The clay cliffs

to the west are eroding and here also some properties

are at risk. A road and promenade extends along the

centre of the bay over a distance of about 850n to the

Borough boundary. It is protected by a concrete wave

wal1 and stepped revetment, constructed in 1954. The

beach has groynes over the eastern end but these are

now derelict. To protect a particularly wulnerable

stretch of this eoncrete sea waIl, an elqPerimental

open tirnber revetment was constructed in 1980 on the

upper foreshore. This was built some 100m seaward of

the sea wal l ,  is 100m long, and is closed by

conventional vertical timber gro5rnes. When

constructed i t  was f i l led with rock and the beach

behind i t  renourished. I t  has not fared too veII ,  a

good deal of  the rock f i l l  has been lost and the beach

behind has dropped sufficiently to expose the sheet

steel pi les of the concrete sea walI .  fhe maintenance
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and stability of the coastal defences in penhryn Bay
over the years have been the subject of several

investigations and some of the engineering reports are
referenced in the bibliography. A renourishment

scheme has been proposed for this stretch of coast

which is to extend from beyond the private sea walls

in the west to the clubhouse of the local golf course

in the east. It is proposed that the new beach
(probably a mixture of sand, shingle and boulders)

would be held in place by two large shore connected

rock groSmes of fish tail design (somewhat similar to
those bui l t  on the Wirral) .

The County and Borough boundary runs along what was

once the bed of the river Conwy (now the Afon Ganol)

and responsibility for coast, protection to the east of

the boundary rests with the Colwyn Borough Council.

Their coast protection responsibilities extend east to
the River Clwyd, a length of about l9l(ms. A coastal

strategy report has recently been published by the

Colwyn Borough Council indicating the scope of work

which is deemed necessary to prevent further serious

deterioration of the beaches and of the coastal

defences along the more urban stretches of the

frontage. The need for major repair to fairly

recent ly constructed t low costt  structures which now
show signs of ser ious deter iorat ion (" .g. integrated

cable and block revetment at Llandulas) is clearly set
ou t .

From the boundary with Aberconrdy to Rhos point the lor,r
J-ying hinterland is protected over a distance of I200m
by masonry/concrete sea valls and aprons vhich were

built in the mid forties and fifties and which have

been subjected to increasing exposure Lo vave attack

as levels at the toe have continued. to drop. This

frontage has virtually no beach deposlts and it is to
be expected that sea waII  maintenance costs wi l l
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escalate unless the beach i.s improved. This wal1 is

followed by sone 200m of eroding clay cliff which adds

small quantities of fines to the beach. Finally there

is a 100rn stretch of concrete revetrnent protection to

the toe of the bank. At Rhos Point the promenade is

protected by 40Om of old masonry sea walI with a

concrete support walI. Built in about 1860, the

masonry waI1 in particular has been breached and

subsequently repaired during recent years, and has

been overtopped on numefous occasions. There is a

strip of l-ors lying land to the landward of Rhos Point

which was at risk from flooding and the Council had to

fi-nd a means of either increasing the protection

afforded by existing walls or reducing the inshore

wave conditions so as to reduce the flood risk. Given

that beach leve1s in the area have been falling it was

considered that upgrading the existing sea defences

would not suffice as a long term solution to the

problem. A rock armoured offshore breakwater (built

in 1983) was opted for and this now protects the

promenade opposite the Cayley Arms. Rock left over

from the breakwater construction was used to build a

short gro)rne on the coast inunediately to the west.

The sheLtered conditions between the breakwater and

the shoreline has led to the accrunulation there of a

mixture of shingle, sand and mud. I'he breakwater has

if anything been too effective in trapping beach

material and is now preventing the sma1l amount of

littoral drift from the west from reaching the beaches

in Colwyn Bay. Possibly more ser iously i t  also

attracts material from Co1wyn Bay itself during

periods of reverse dr i f t  ( ie during easter ly storms).

Clearly some means of establishing sediment bypassing

is necessary if the drop in beach levels in Colwyn Bay

is not to accelerate.

From Rhos Point to Old Colwyn (a distance of about

3.5IGus) the sand beach is backed by a masonry wall the
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western parts of which date back to the 19th century.

This walI has been subject to a great deal of repair

and reconstruction. The situation has not been helped

by the fact that groynes along parts of this frontage

were allowed to falI into disrepair allowing beach

leve1s at the toe of the wall to deteriorate. The

Council construeted a 650m long rock berm to the toe

along the most severely affected stretch of wall in

1987, and this has encouraged some sand accretion

adjacently thus further assissting sea wall stabitity.

Some groyne construction is presently being undrtaken

at the western end of the bay. Further works are

anticipated within the Borough's frontage and

particularly in Colwyn Bay, these being outlined in

the Council's Technical Services Report (see

Bibliography). Ihese include a sand bypass scheme to

Rhos breakwater. A 400m length of seawall, east of

the eastern end of the Caley promenade has recently

been investigated. A report on this stretch of wa1l

i-ndicates that it consists of material which has a

very 1ow crushing strength and the width of the wall

is about half the accepted minimum.

East of this wall there j-s a 600m length of concrete

sea wall, built as part of a railway embankment and

which is maintained by British Rai1. There is a steep

shingle storm ridge in front of this wall and the

lowering of beach levels here is less serious than in

the western part of Colwyn Bay. In the centre of this

short stretch levels at the wall toe have improved

marginally. This is despite the fact that grolmes

which front much of this coastline have been allowed

to deteri-orate, including the stretch in front of the

British Rail embankrnent.

From Colwlm Bay east to Pensarn a broad belt of

carboniferous limestone changes the character of the

coastline, giving cliffs and headlands. At the
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eastern end of Colwyn Bay some 400n length of the A55

trunk road have been protected by rock armouring and

beyond that is the rock limestone promontory of

Penmaen Head which requires no protection. Limestone

quarrying in the vicini-ty has led to the loading

jetties being constructed on the coast at Llysfarn

west of Llandulas.

The coastline east from Penmaen Head to the R.M.C.

loading Jetty, a distance of some 1500m, is now

proteeted by the embankment of the new A55 trunk road.

This protection consists of rock armour and Dolosse

units. The toe of this recently constructed

embankrnent is very effective in dissipating wave

energy and the bottom layer of the armouring is partly

buried as a result of local sand and shingle build up.

ft is not clear whether this material has been

attracted from the lower part of the beach or whether

it has been brought in from offshore or possibly from

spillage from the jetty. Whatever the mechanisn which

has resulted in the build up of the 1evel of the upper

part of the beach it is clear that this frontage is

not li-kely to require additional protection for some

years to come. The beaches to the east of the Jetty

have a progressively larger shingle content. From the

Jetty eastwards over a frontage of about 300m the

accret ing shingle beach is backed by a clay cl i f f .

This is eroding partly due to marine action and partly

due to weatheri-ng, but no properties are at risk.

Eastwards to the outfall of the River Dulas, a 900m

long timber revetment built in 1986 is fronted by rock

armouring. The shingle foreshore is grolmed and

accreting slowly. The mouth of the river Dulas has

been trained by means of a rock 'brbakwater '  which was

constructed in I974/5. The training was necessary

since the nett  west to east l i t toral  dr i f t  tended to

deflect the river mouth strongly in an eastward
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direction. So much so that the river once di.scharged

almost parallel to the beach putting the boulder clay

cliffs at the Llandulas Caravan Canp at some risk.

Downdrift, that is to the east of the river mouth the

70Om of natural shingle beach has been eroding in

recent years, despite being groyned. Nevertheless the

beach is stil l very healthy and provides good

protection to the backshore.

At Llandulas a flexible concrete mattress was

constructed in 1983 to protect the seaward face of a

rubbish tip. The mattress now shows signs of

deterioration, this being exacerbated by falling beach

Ievels which are allowing some leaching out of the

backfill. If this situation is allowed to continue

then the refuse will begin to be washed out. This

vill cause pollution at the amenity beach at pensarn.

Protection to the revetment in the form of a rock toe

to counter undermining was put in hand in l9BB.

Although the shingle beaeh in front of the revetment

is groyned the Council's surveys indicate a quite

serious loweri.ng of beach levels from I9B0 to 1986.

The construction of this dissipative rock toe should

help to reduce the rate of beach erosion.

East of this revetment, over a distance of 2.BI(ms to

Pensarn Railway Station, the flat sand foreshore is

backed by a wide shingle ridge. Although vegetation

tr ies to gain a hold on the r idge, vehicular traf f ic

is inhibiting growth and stopping natural

stabi l isat ion. Al though the posit ion of the crest of

the beach remains unchanged there appears to be some

steepening of the shingle ridge and lowering of the

sand foreshore. The si tuat ion is giv ing r ise to

concern at the eastern half of the frontage where

foreshore lowering has exposed peat layers and the

clay substraLum. The problem is most acute at the

junction of the flat sand beach and the steep shingle
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bank. A replenishment scheme was carried out in 1987

and a number of rock groynes were constructed to keep

the beach fil l material in p1ace. The scheme was a

relatively 'low cost' one and is being monitored to

determine whether further works will be needed in the

future.

A conerete sea wa1I and gro5me system protect the

coast from Pensarn to Towyn over a distance of 3.ll(ms.

Thi.s wa1l is maintained by Bri.tish Rail and protects

the railway line which at this point is located very

close to the shoreline. The land behind this sea wall

i-s low lying and subject to flooding from the sea.

Beach lowering has taken place along this frontage and

at the western end, near Tow;rn, large areas of the

clay substraturn are exposed during periods of beach

erosion. This frontage was once extensively groyned

but the gro5rnes have been allowed to fall into

disrepair. The concrete apron at the toe of the wal1

has had to be extended downwards in response to

fal l ing beach levels.  I t  is bel ieved that Br i t ish

Rail have recently carried out an experimental scheme

consisting of a Umited amount of beach replenishment

and the construction of two new groynes. It is not

known how this scheme has fared since as far as we are

aware the situation is not being monitored by beach

surveys.

From Towlm to the River Clwyd, a distance of 2.2Kms,

the coast is protected by a concrete wall (with a wave

return) maintained by the Colwyn Borough Council. The

wall which was bui-lt in the mid sixties is fronted by

an accreting sand and shingle beach and is grolmed.

The wall is in good condition and no serious coastal

defence problems are anticipated in this area. At the

entrance to the Clwyd Estuary, on its western bank,

there are low, eroding sand dunes. These dunes have

become almost level led as a result  of  hol iday traf f ic
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and a timber breastwork is installed on the line of

the sea wall to the westward. The beach is gro5med

and does not appear to be eroding seriously. The

upstream schedule 4 boundary is accepted as being the

Foryd Road Bridge.

The river marks the eastern end of Colwyn Borough

Councilrs responsibility and the start of the Rhuddlan

Borough Councilrs frontage. The coastline of Rhuddlan

extends east from here to Gronant, a distance of about

1l l tns.

The town of Rhyl is siLuated to the east of the Clwyd

Estuary and the river flows eastwards along the Rhyl

frontage for about a kilometre before being trained

seawards across the wide sand foreshore. The river

bank is protected by a retaining wal1 and the river

flow is contained by a massive training wal1

constructed in the early 1930s. Historical maps show

that there have been large fluctuations in the

position of the low water line and of the river

entrance over the period 1871 to 1983, but no

significant improvement or det,erioration.

The urban frontage of Rhyl over a distance of about

2.5l(ms, is protected by a concrete sea wal l  topped by

a wave return and with a stepped apron at the toe in

places. This wal1 is backed by a wide promenade. The

waII has been in position for many yearsand has
' f ixed'  the posit ion of the high water mark at i ts

toe. However beach lowering at Rhyl has evidently

been taking place so that the low water line between

the estuary mouth and Splash Point moved landwards by

as much as 600m between 1871 and 1900. Recession has

continued since 1900 but the situation has been

improved by the construction (in the early I970s) and

the maintenance of long Limber groynes along the Rhyll

f rontage. Beach levels are general ly acceptable
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although seri.ous foreshore lowering is manifesting

itself at the toe of the sea wall which continues

around Splash Point. This point is a prominent

feature since the wall changes direction by about 90o

at this location. Proposals are in hand to extend the

toe of the sea wall here, in the long term. To the

east of the urban area the golf course is now

protected by some 1.75l(ns of concrete sea wal1,

stepped revetment and promenade slab (built in 1951

and extended in L972). This streteh of walI

terminates at the Rhyl,/Prestatyn boundary. Before the

sea wall was built the coastline here was receding

rapidly. For example between 1871 and 1959 the high

ltater line moved landwards by about 170m, while the

low water line had receded by up to 600m. Since the

construction of the sea wal1 and groynes the high

water li-ne has not been able to continue Lo retreat

landwards uninterruptedly and there has been little

si-gnificant change in its position. The low water

line has fluctuated and over the period 1959 to 1983

there has been a nett advance in a seaward direction.

This stretch of coast is slightly embayed and is

therefore more sheltered against wave activity by

comparison with the adjacent urban frontages of Rhy1l

and Prestatyn. In the long term however vith the

dwindling of sand supply from the west the situation

in this area wi l l  a lso deter iorate. The beach

material consists largely of silty sand and the nett

l i t toral  dr i f t  is f rom west to east.  The sea defences

and promenade join onto the newly constructed work at

Fr i th Beach, Prestatyn.

The beaches of Prestatyn are of medium fine sand and

can be conveniently divided into three main areas.

Between the Rhyl/Prestatlm boundary and Y-Frith, dunes

back the coastal  defences. Central  Beach fronts the

town and Barkby Beach is situated to the east where it

is backed mostly by holiday camps. Between the
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Rhyl/Prestatyn boundary and Y-Frith erosion has been

prevelant. The width of the inter tidal zone is now

less than 300rn as compared with 600m in 1871, the

greatest change being the landward retreat of the 1ow

water line. A number of large permeable gro5mes were

constructed along this frontage in the 1950's.  These

did little in the way of trapping drift and were

allowed to fall into disrepair. The masonry revetment

apron suffered increasing wave attack as a result of

falling beach 1eve1s. The apron was overtopped

damaging the sand dunes on the backshore. By the mid

1980rs the apron was in disrepair .  In 1986 a

comprehensive programme of sea wall renewal and

foreshore managenent was begun and this has included

the replacement of the concrete revetment by a ll(m

length of new sea waII. This consists of a bituminous

revetment at a slope of 1 in 4 with a concrete wave

return waII at the rear. The lower half of the

bituminous slope is of a permeable open stone asphalt

mix while the upper half is of dense asphaltic

concrete. Temporary rock groynes have been placed in

front of the new revetment to deter the tendency for

falling beach levels which were prevalent in this

area.

The 2.25km long frontage of Prestatyn (Central  Beach)

is protected by a stepped concrete revetment, built i_n

1960 and L97L, with a sheet steel pi led toe. The

promenade slab topping the stepped revetment has a

wave return well at its rear. Beach lowering has been

very serious along this frontage and as foreshore

levels have fallen so the bar and gully system has

migrated shorewards. Because of vave reflections from

the wal l ,  erosion has been part icular ly ser ious at,  i ts

toe and the sheet steel piling (put in as a dorrnward

extension of the vall) is at risk. A study by

Hydraulics Research in 1986 concluded that with the

lack of sufficient sand supply, the continuing
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reduction in foreshore width in this area and the

presence of t idal  gul l ies cl-ose inshore, there wj- l l

always be a tendency for beaches to erode. Ttre level

of the beach at the toe of the sea waIl is now so low

in places that it would be quite impractical to return

beaches levels to their original height since this

would involve beach nourishment of a massive sca1e.

It i-s envisaged that large energy absorbing gro5rnes

will be needed to reduce inshore tidal currents and

that the inshore gullies may need to be infil led. Ttre

toe of the sea walI will require reconstruction as the

existing sheet steel piles are now in a poor

condition. Some form of energy absorbing design (eg

rock armour) is needed to deter further toe erosion.

At the western end of the frontage the groynes are 40m

long at 60m centres (some extended in 1985 on an

experimental basis), but these are generally in a poor

condition. The proposal is for extending the profile

of the existing stepped revetment down to existing

beach level by asphaltic construction with a sheet

pile toe over the 2.25kn length. Between Barkby Beach

and the Rhy1,/Prestatyn boundary beach, management

works will comprise the replacement of existing timber

gro)mes with 13 No. 150 metre long rock gro3mes, with

some beach replenishment. The construction is phased

and a contract for the construction of 4 gro5rnes at

the eastern end, and some 70Om of wall extension was

began in early 1989. Li t toral  dr i f t  is f rom west to

east along this frontage.

East of the Prestatlm sea vall there is a stretch of

some 200m where an extension to the stepped concrete

apron was made and gabions placed as transiti-on to

the dunes in 1984. To the east of this a low rock

revetment (bui l t  1984-1986) protects the toe of the

Gronant sand dunes for about 350m and from there on

the dunes continue unprotected for a further 2krns to
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the Borough boundary. Erosion downdrift of the sea

wall continues to take place and the gabion revetment

is likely to have a relatively short life span. The

toe of the dune system is sti11 under attack and will

require further protect,ion in the long term. The

beach management proposal, referred to above, will

extend to this frontage and to the Ffrith Beach areas.

At Gronant, at the eastern end of the Rhuddlan

frontage, some sand accretion is taking place and the

dune system is relatively stable.

Responsibility for coast protection from Gronant some

2.5IGns to the Point of Air and then along the west

bank of the river Dee to a point north west of

Connah's Quay, lies with the Delyn Borough Council.

The responsibility for the maintenanee of the coastal

defences is shared with private landowners, Welsh

Water and British Rail.

From the Rhuddlan border east to the point of Air the

area is privately owned and has a number of large

holiday carnps. The area is low lying and the sand

dune system forms the only coastal protection against

the sea. The dunes are partly fenced off to prevent

damage by the public. The steep dunes are nevertheless

eroding, due largely to overuse, and the littoral

drift is taking the sand eastwards towards the estuary

mouth.

The Point of  Air  is a prominent 'ness'of shingle and

sand and the coastal belt of high dunes capped with

marram grass continue round into the Dee estuary.

A general trend within the Dee Estuary is one of long

term si l tat ion with mud, si l t  and f ine sand deposits
generally reducing water depths in the estuary as a

who1e. The process of siltation has been taking place

5.2 The Dee Estuary
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for many centuries and much of the upper reach has now

been reclaimed. One of the reasons for siltation is

the funnel shape of the estuary lrhich (unlike the

Mersey narrorrs) is not condueive to tida] scour. The

changing coastal regime of the bay is described in

Chapter 3, the most important factor is that the

estuary is and will continue to be a major sink for

sand, silt and mud. Nevertheless bank erosion does

take place as a result of meandering channels and wave

action. The coastal strip is generally flat and 1ow

lying.

Responsibility for coast protection on the west bank

of the Dee lies with the Delyn Borough Council to a

point north of Connah's Quay. This responsibility is

shared with Bri.tish Rail, Welsh Water and various

private landowners (mainly industrialists). The

coastline here is almost completely built up and large

areas are reclairned land. The whole of this west bank

of the Dee Estuary is designated S.S.S.I .  The beach

is of sand and mud and saltings fringe much of the

coast,  especial ly upstream of the Mostyn Docks.

Just south of the Point of Air a grassed embankment

extends for some 1100m and protects the low lying

hinterland from flooding. This bank is reinforced

with stone chippings along its crest. The bank is

variable both in width and in height and shows signs

of being vulnerable to breaching in places.

Responsibility here lies with Welsh Water. The beach

in front of the bank is sand and mud and shows signs

of accreting (being sheltered by the spit extending

east from the Point of  Air) .  Whi le the general

direct ion of nett  l i t toral  dr i f t  is f rom west to east

along the coast,  dur ing high t ides and severe storms,

wave action is sufficiently strong to transport, some

sand southwards into the Dee Estuary, where it becomes

intermixed with the mud and silts brought downstream
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by tidal currents. South of this embankment to the

railway line is a lltn long bank fronting an area of

reclaimed 1and. This is the property of the National

CoaI Board and is the site of the Point of Air

Colliery. From here to Mostlm Quay, a distance of

some 3Kms, the rnain railway line to Holyhead runs

alongside the south bank of the estuary. The railway

embankment is protected by a masonry wa1l, owned and

maintained by British Rail.

South east of the railway embankment, Mostlm Docks and

an industrial cornplex juts out into the estuary.

Because of the silting up of the Dee further upstream,

Mostyn became the only harbour in the estuary for sea

going ships. The docks comprise some 60Om of harbour

and quay installations. Upstream of the docks over a

length of some 1.2ktr is an area of industrial waste

ground which is subject to erosion. This erosion is

normally combatted by infil l ing with locally

pre-fabricated concrete blocks. This industrial area

is followed by some 4Kms of stone rip-rap walling

which is maintained by British Rail. Along this

stretch a smal1 river runs into the estuary at

Llannerch y mor and an old cruise liner, once used as

a shopping and amusement centre, is permanently

beached here. There is a proposal to develop this

area into a leisure complex.

The frontage to the small vi.llage of Greenfield is

largely reclaimed land and has a 900m frontage of

industrial tipped waste. Upstream of this to the

Borough boundary near Connah's Quay, the river's edge

is firstly grassed embankment and then saltings, some

of which are reclaimed. This includes the stretch

fronting the town of Flint where the dock and channel

have long since silted up. Much of this is low lying

land and the estuary banks in some areas are liable to

erosion (despite the large scale si l t ing up of the
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estuary).  Erosion south east of  Fl int  Cast le has been

particularly serious and there is clear evidence of

the low bank continuing to retreat landwards. A short

stretch fronting the rugby ground has been protected

by a gabion revetment. The revetment is at a rather

steep slope and although only constructed in recent

years already shows signs of damage due to settlement.

Some gabion baskets near the crest of the revetment

are empty and appear to have been vandalised.

On the east side of the Dee Estuary the picture is

again of general siltation within the estuary flats

but with some bank erosion. Salti.ngs fringe the

estuary as far downstream as Heswall. The

responsibility for coast protect,ion lies with the

Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council from the Schedule

4 boundarlz (at Gayton) to Hilbre Point and beyond.

This is shared for a short length at Heswall with

Welsh Water and some short lengths are also privately

maintained. The whole of this east bank of the Dee is

d e s i g n a t e d  a n  S . S . S . I .

Just upstream of the Schedule 4 boundary is parkgate.

In the l8th century this was a thriving port. Due to

siltation the harbour walls now look out onto large

areas of saltings. Ihe frontage of Gayton dolrnstream

(north) of Parkgate is protected by 1.7km of stone sea

wall. Due to the mild wave climate this far upstream,

the sea val1, bui l t  in 1900, is st j . l l  in a fair

condition and there is some accretion on this

frontage.

The frontage of Heswall is also fringed by saltings

and the areas of urban development are protected by

intermit tent stone sea wal ls.  Bui l t  in 1930 these

walls are i-n a fair condition and are the

responsibility of the individual frontagers which

include Wirral Metropolitan Borough Council. At the
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5 .3 The Dee

Ribble

to the

northern end of this frontage, a concrete sea wal1

followed by a stone faced clay embankment, protects

Iow lying land at Heswall cum Oldfield over a length

of about 500m. This walI and embankment are

maintained by Welsh Water.

From Heswall north to Caldy on the outskirts of West

Kirby the unprotected east bank of the Dee is part of

the Wirral Country Park. The low clay cliffs here are

eroding. From Caldy north along the urban frontage of

West Kirby, bank protection consists of various t5pes

of sea wall, revetments and rock armouring. This

protect ion, whieh runs for a distance of 2.Bkm, is of

varying age (1900-1980) and is generally in an

adequate condition. The sandy foreshore here is wide

and the mean high water mark is some distance seaward

of the shoreline. Rock protection extends north to

the Royal Liverpool Golf Links and beyond that sand

dunes extend north to Hilbre Point. These unprotected

dunes are fronted by a very wide or.panse of inter

tidal sand flats, forming the western end of the East

Hoyle Bank. Grasses help to form embryo sand hil1s

within the intertidal zone.

The Wirral peninsula lies between the Dee and the

Mersey estuaries and the coast protection authority

from GayLon to Seacombe is the Wirral Metropolitan

Borough Council

Changes in this area and vithin Liverpool Bay have

been recorded over a long period of time and a

descript ion of these can be found in a ser ies of

reports carried out by Hydraulics Research in the

1960 's  (see B ib l iography) .  More  recent  coas t l ine

changes are being monitored by the Wirral Metropolitan

Borough Council who are responsible for major
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reconstruction works earried out over the last 15 or

so years. Littoral drift along the Wirral frontage is

generally in a nett wesL to east direction. However,

because of the very active movernent of sediments in

Liverpool Bay the situation is rather complex,

especially with regard to beach changes near the mouth

of the Mersey. At New Brighton for example, where

vertieal sea wa1ls were built to reclaim land, beach

trowering is not due just to the loss of the upper

foreshore (that part which is most effective in

reducing inshore wave energy) but is connected also

with the migration of the nearshore channels.

As mentioned above, major reconstruction of the

Boroughrs coastal  defences has taken place since 1972

involving two major sea walls (the Wallasey embankment

and the Leasowe revetment), plugging a gap in the

defences in Leasowe Bay and the const,ruction of a

number of large groynes and offshore breakwaters.

&rpenditure on coast protection and sea defence in

this area (withj-n the period 1974-1988) has been of

the order of €19 mil I ion. The research pr ior to

construction and a description of the capital works

themselves has been r.rel1 documented (see

Bibliography). The situation with regards to both

structural performance and beach behaviour is also

being monitored.

At the western end of the North Wirral frontage is the

Hoylake and West Kirby sea wall which extends over a

frontage of some 4l(ms. To the seaward of this wall is

the wide expanse of inter tidal sands knovrn as the

East Hoyle Bank. Fluorescent tracer experiments

carried out by Hydraulics Research j.n 1969 found the

l i t toral  dr i f t  to be in the same nett  direct ion as the

nearshore dr i f t  ie from west to east.  High beach

levels at the Hoylake sea wa1l,  together with the

protect ion afforded by the Bank, results in a fair ly
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sheltered coasta] l rave cl imate. This is helped also

by an outcrop of red sandstone offshore forming a

natural breakwater. The upper foreshore is

sufficiently high to allow the growth of spartina

grass. Some parts of the Hoylake wal1 are quite old,

however, and local repairs are necessary from tine to

time. (The Marine lake also acts as a coast

protect ion structure.)

From the east end of Hoylake to Leasowe Bay 1ow lying

land is protected against, flooding by the Wallasey

embankment. This embankment was first constructed in

the early part of the lgth century out of Iocally

derived mater ial  (mainly sand, si l t ,  c lay and peat),

trirmned to a shallow slope and given an impermeable

facing. The facing has sinee been reconstrueted a

nu,rnber of times and the bank extended to its present

length of about 3.6l(ms. The most recent

reconstruction of the embankment was corrpleted in

L987, when 36500m2 was replaced and given a cellular

concrete facing, la id to a slope of 1 in 5. precast

concrete upstands (t'Enervatorstt) were laid over three

lengths of the embankrnent face in order to reduce

run-up and littoral drift. The eastern end of the

embankment has, in recent years, been more susceptible

to damage and beach erosion than the western end. It

is now protected by an offshore rock armoured

breakwaLer (known as the Wallasey breakwater) which is

designed to reduce tidal scour between the breakwater

and the backshore and to encourage an increase in

beach levels by reducing the wave climate in its lee.

The breakwater,  completed in 1981, had a shore l ink

constructed in 1987 and in conjunction with other

breakr.raters and rock groynes to the eastward (see

below) has resulted in a general improvement in upper

foreshore level-s in the area east of  i t .
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Leasowe Bay is an indentation in the coastline

resulting from the long term erosion of the

unprotected stretch of sand dunes between the Wallasey

embankment and the coastal defences further to the

eas't. This area had been eroding for over two

centuries and dune recession in this 400m gap was of

the order of 85m between 1829 and 1953. During the

early 1970rs much of the sand was replaced with

suitable fil l material which was then protected from

erosion by the provision of a riprap revetment with

the stone (placed in 1979) extending to 1.2m above the

highest recorded tidal level. Above the riprap a clay

faeed embankment extends to an access road some 5m

above the highest recorded tide and this is backed by

wel l  vegetated f i l l  mater ial .  Foreshore protect ion

consists of two rock breakwaters and a fish tail

shaped rock groyne. The Wallasey breakr,rater extends

sufficiently far eastwards to give some protection

also to the Bay as well as to the eastern end of the

Wallasey embankment itself. The shore connected fish

tai l  groyne, constructed in 1981, is s i tuated at the

west end of the bay to protect the riprap revetment

from scour and to stabilise falling beach levels at

the head of the Bay. A second offshore breakwater was

built in l9B2 at the eastern end of the bay at the

junction between the riprap and the Leasowe revetment.

This is called the Leasowe breakwater and has a shore

link formed of artificial concrete armour units

(Diodes).  I t  has been part icular ly effect ive in

arresting foreshore deterioration and a large tombolo

has formed in its Iee. The nett drift along this

coast is from west to east and the build up in the lee

of the breakwater has presumably led to some reduction

in sand supply to the downdrift coastline ie along the

Leasowe revetment.

The Leasowe revetment extends for almost 2Kms from

Leasowe Bay to the western end of Kings Parade. It
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was reconstructed by 1981 to a similar hydraulic

design as the Wallasey embankment and consists

essent ial ly of  a concrete facing at a slope of I  in

3.75 and topped by a pre cast concreLe wave return

wa1l. Beach levels along this frontage are being

monitored by the Borough as is the situation with

regard to the efficiency of the offshore breakwaters.

East of the Leasowe revetment to the mouth of the

River Mersey is the urban frontage from Wallasey to

New Brighton. fn the 1930,s a 3Km long frontage of

vert ical  concrete sea wa1ls was bui l t  to reclaim a

section of land on which to construct a promenade

(Kingts Parade).  These wa1ls are intact al though in

the mid 1970's i t  was discovered that some sect ions

were in a poor condition due to both wear and tear and,

to falling beach Ievels. Beach erosion has been

developing here over at least two decades and in

places the levels have fallen by .tp to 4.5m. This is
partly due to wave reflections fron the sea wall
(built well out into the inter tidal zone) and partly

due to the scouring action of the tidal currents.

With the high tidal range in this area and the highly

ref lect ive sea wal ls backing the foreshore,

traditional rnethods of groJme construction have d.one

little to reduce the rate of beach lowering over the

years. It was therefore considered that more

substantial structures vould be needed if they were to

have any significant effect on the beach regime. In

the early l9B0's therefore a beach stabit isat ion

scheme was begun, and this included a whole series of

shore connected and offshore breakwaters. The system

was completed in 1985. The breakwaters consj_st of a

sand core covered by rock armour and r.' ith a crest

consist ing of concrete 'Reef '  blocks. The system was

developed as a result  of  extensive f ie ld measurements,

numerical and hydraulic studies by the Borough and by

Hydraulics Research. These have been constructed to
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be submerged to a depth of about lm at mean high water

and are intended to both increase existing beach

levels and serve as coastal defence (by reducing wave

attack).  There is also local protect ion to the toe of

the existing wall in the form of energy absorbing
rrevetmentsr. These revetments are rock armoured and

protected by concrete rDioder blocks. A report  by

Brampton and Smallman in 1985 entitled 'Shore

protection by offshore breakwaters' covers most of the

recent breakwater construction around the U.K.

coastline (see Bibliography) and includes a

description of these units. During 1986 a 75m length

of concrete sea wall was constructed at New Brighton

in front of the existing vertical sandstone wall.

This length of sea wal l  encloses. an area of foreshore

within which a selrage pumping station has been

constructed. The vall rras formed by 20T pre cast

concret,e "Mermaid" units which absorb wave energy by

means of a voided front face formed by individual

vertical concrete columns and an inner reservoir. A11

the Mermaid units (46 No) and a sample of the Diodes

and Reefs are being monitored in terms of concret.e

durability by the University of Liverpool. This

monitor ing forms part  of  a research project to assess

non-destructive electrical methods of testing

concrete.

The schedule 4 boundary which is situated close to the

rnouth of the river Mersey was amended in 1983 to

include approxi-mately 3.6kms of old sandstone wal1

between New Brighton and Seacombe.

Changes i-n the estuarial regime are well documented,

see Bibl iography. Responsibi l i ty for coast protect ion

on the east bank of the River Mersey lies with the

Sefton Metropol i tan Borough Counci l .  This frontage

extends from the Schedule 4 boundary in the Mersey to

Crossens Marsh north of Southport. Apart from the
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Council, North West Water, the Mersey Dock and, Harbour

Company and various private landowners have

responsibi l i ty for coast protect ion.

The Schedule 4 boundary in the Mersey Estuary runs

from a point where the north side of the Seacombe

Ferry landing stage meets the Mersey River Wall,

across to the south corner of Royal Seaforth Dock at

Bootle. Seawards of the Schedule 4 boundary, over a
coastal  stretch of about 2.5l(ms, are the Seaforth

Docks. TLre docks are protected by a concrete sea wall

and rubble mound breakwater which are owned and

maint,ained by the Mersey Docks and Harbour Company.

North from the docks to Crosby, a distance of some

3.5IGns, the coast, l ine is protected by a concrete sea

waII .  At Water loo, south of Crosby, the deep water at

the Docks gives way to an increasingly wide sandy

foreshore known as Formby Bank. The sea waIl, built

between L972 and L976, is occasionally overtopped at

its southern end and has suffered some damage at its

northern end. T'here appear to be few serious coast

protection problems here, although the foreshore is

believed to be slow1y falJ_ing at the northern end of

Crosby.

From Crosby to the River Alt (near Hightown) the low

cl i f fs f ront ing the golf  course are protected by a
rrrevetment,rr of tipped rubble and a short length of

concrete sea waIl which is privately maintained by the
Blundell Sands Sailing CIub. However, there is a
potential flood risk to a large area around Hightown

landward of the eroding sand dunes, The outfall of

the River Alt runs south (following the nett littoral

dr i f t ) ,  hugging the coast for some 2.5l(ms before i t

runs out to sea across the beach just north of Crosby.

At Raven Meols some sand accretion is taking place on

the beach. However the dune belt is narrow and might

not provide a suff ic ient degree of protect ion i f
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subjected to very high tide levels coupled with a

storm wave attack. Worries about the possibility of a

breach through the dunes and possible flooding of the

catchment area of the River AIt led North West Water

to construct a secondary defence bank in a gap in the

dunes, an area where sand extraction had taken place

in the past.

Offshore is the Crosby Training Bank which parallels

the coast for about 3kms. The nett littoral drift is

south towards the Mersey and the coastal strip is

general ly eroding.

Sand dunes dominate the coastal strip from Hightown

to Southport. They form the most extensive dune

system in the north west and form a belt over lKm

wide. However in some areas the width has been

reduced as a result of sand removal for industrial use

and more importantly, due to rapid recession at

Formby. Apart from beach dune stabilisation at

Formby, conifers have been planted on the hinterland

to deter the sand from being swept inland by onshore

winds. Further north the coast is unprotected as far

as the southern outskirts of Southport.

Sediment movement between Hightown and Formby is

complex and probably related to changes in the regine

following the training of the Mersey. The training

banks have attracted sand and one possible effect is

additional shelter against wave activity leading to

the dwindling of some of the minor drainage channels

and, due to reduced input by tidal currents, sand

moving away from Formby Point. Off Formby there is a

point of  nett  dr i f t  divergence vi th mater ial  being

transported north towards the River RibbIe and south

towards the Mersey. The northvard drift rate is much

higher than the southward drift.
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The sand dune promontory of Formby lras accreting until

the early 1900rs. Subsequent ly a phase of rapid

erosion set in at the Point and this has continued,

with the dune line being cut back over an increasingly

wide frontage. There is nuch debaLe about the

reasons for the onset for erosion at Formby and there

is no general consensus. However it would appear to

be too strong a coincidence that the beginning of

erosj-on followed large scale training and dredging

which has dramatically altered the regime of this part

of Liverpool Bay. At Formby Point the average

recession rate i.s some 5 to 6m per annum. The area is

looked after by the Sefton Metropolitan Borough

Council who control access to the beach so as to

reduce the dune areas damaged by human traffic and

there are some attempts to stabilise the dunes by sand

fencing. The whole frontage from just north of Altcar

around Formby Point to Ainsdale is nevertheless

charact,erised by dunes which are being undercut by

wave action. The foreshore north of Formby point is

very wide and flat and cut by tidal gullies, the

deepest of which (near the Point) are eroded down to

the clay sub stratum and they then become permanent

features. The foreshore widens fron Formby Point

north to Southport and the number of gullies and

sandbars increase. As the foreshore widens so some of

this littoral material travels along the outer bars

and finds its way onto the offshore areas such as

Horse Bank at the mouth of the Ri.bbte Estuary. There

are no coast protection works along the duned frontage

until the outskirts of Southport are reached and here

Sefton Borough maintain a thin concrete apron fronting

the promenade at the southern end. This apron has

been gradually extended northwards and protects the

embankment on which the coast road has been built.

Here, at  the northern end of the frontage, is a large

area of reclaimed salt ings. Though the wal l  is

general ly of fair ly l ight construct ion the problems of
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coast protect ion are not normal ly ser ious because of

the sheltered nature of the area. However, under very

high water levels the offshore banks become submerged

and if this coincides with storm wave activity

extensive damage can occur to the coast road.

The drift is believed to be in a northerly direction

across the mouth of the Ribble although a large

proportion of the sand deposits remain in the vicinity

of the estuary mouth. For example the lower foreshore

at Lytham St Annes is accreting rapidly allowing sand

to be extracted from this area. Sinilarly Horse Bank

south of the river channel is also an area of

accretion and has also been used for sand extraction.

Mud and silt movements in the sheltered areas to the

landward of these banks are dominated by tidal

currents.

The margins of the lower part of the Ribble are of

fine sand and mud which is steadily being colonised by

vegetation. This has allowed large areas of the south

bank to be reclaimed over the centuries. The

southward spread of Spartina is now causing problems

to the Southport beaches and steps are being taken to

eradicate i t .

Minor flooding may occasionally take place over the

coast road north of Southport but otherwise the south

bank of the Ribble appears to have no serious coast

protect ion problems.

The boundary of the Sefton Metropolitan Borough

Counci l  t reminates just north of Fiddler 's Ferry.

Beyond that to the Schedule 4 boundary in the Ribble

opposite Naze Mount,  the responsibi l i ty l ies with the

West Lancashire District Council although in fact the

large areas of reclaimed land here are protected by

North West Water by means of clay embankments.
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5.4 The Ribble to

Walney Island

Progressive reclamation is reducing the tidal prism

and encouraging further si.ltation and saltings

development.

On the north shore of the Ribble Estuary, apart from

low lying areas protected by North West Water, the

coast defences are the responsibility of Fylde Borough

Couneil. The Council's jurisdiction in the Ribble

extends over a distance of l6Kms fiom Naze Mount (the

Schedule 4 boundary), downstream to Warton Bank.

There are two short stretches of sea wall, one near

Bush Farm and the other to the east of Warton Bank.

Apart from this the shoreline is unprotected and the

area is one of general stability. From Warton Bank to

Lytham, a distance of 3l(ms, Iow lying land is

protected by a clay embankment, which is the

responsibility of North West Water. This ernbankment

is within an embayment within which are saltings.

From the east end of the Lythan Promenade to Fairhaven

the foreshore becomes increasingly more exposed to

wave action and there are increasing quantities of

sand on the foreshore. The nett littoral drift is

west to east, as a result of waves from the lrish Sea

propagating along the north shore of the estuary.

Ttris area is one of general accretion. fhe urban

frontage is protected by about 4.1l(ms of masonry and

concrete sea waIIs,  which are 60 to 90 years old.

They are stil1 in a reasonable condition although

extensively repaired.

From Fairhaven north to the boundary of Fylde Borough

Counci l rs responsibi l i ty at  Squires Gate, the

backshore consi-sts of sand dunes. With urban

development taking place however, short stretches of

sea wall have been built along this frontage. The

foreshore here is very wide and has a number of inter
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tidal sand banks which give partial shelter to the

coastline. Between Salters Bank to the south and

Crusader Bank to the north there is an area of sand

extraction. The rate at which the material has

traditionally been removed from this area is less than

the rate of influx of sand. However in recent years

the extraction rate has increased considerably and

this has coincided with a significant reduetion in the

rate of beach build up. At the southern end at

Fairhaven there is dune erosion over a frontage of

about 1500m and there is some flood risk to the urban

area. This is not thought to be connected with the

sand extraction taking place on the outer part of the

inter tidal zone.

The urban frontage north to St Anne's pier, a distance

of 800m, is protected by sea walls some 60 to 90 years

old. They are in a fairly good condition although

some terminal scour is taking place at the southern

end. From St Anne's Pier to the Borough boundary, a

distance of 3.3Kms, the dunes are largely unprotected.,

except for a short length of private sea wall at the

North Hollow Convalescent Home. Sand aecretion is

takng place along this frontage. The foreshore here

is stil l partly protected by the offshore sand banks

at the mouth of the Ribble.

The heavily developed urban frontage of Blackpool

stretches from Squires Gate to south of Cleveleys, a

distance of ll l(ns. The whole stretch is protected by

massive masonry and concrete sea walls which are the

responsibility of the Blackpool Borough Council.

Maintenance of this frontage is a heavy and ongoing

committment the sea wal1s being of varying age and

dat ing as far back as the 1900's.  Many of these wal ls

have required protection against undermining and this

has been carried out by adding sloping concrete aprons

which themselves in places now require reconstruction.
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The beach is gro5med but because of the width of the

foreshore (almost 500m) and the high reflectivity of

the near vert ical  sea wal ls i t  is di f f icul t  to

maintain a stable beach close to their toe. Before

coastal defences were built, the natural rate of

shoreline retreat was about 2m per year. Since the

coastline has become "fixed" in position, erosion now

manifests itself in a lowering of beach levels in

front of the sea walIs. A study by Hydraulics

Research carried out for the Borough Council showed,

rather surprisingly, that no serious beach lowering

could be detected from analysis of the frontage over a

period of 25 years. The number of surveys on the

various profile lines studied was, however smal_,

surveys only being carried out on average on about l0

occasions within this period. Some erosion was

evident at the south end of the frontage at Squires

Gate and some accretion appeared to be taking place at

the northern end. What is more significant is that

upper beach levels were seen to fluctuate by up to 3m.

The large vertical changes have been attributed to

beach lowering during storm wave activity and

increased beach levels during periods of strong

onshore winds and dry weather. The beaches are of

sand and the littoral drift is from south to north.

From just south of Cleveleys to the Schedule 4

boundary (in the entrance to the River Wyre), the

authority responsible for coast protection is the Wyre

Borough Council. The Cleveleys to Fleetwood coastline

(a distance of about BKms) is generally low lying and

protected by sea lraIls over the entire frontage.

These have been upgraded at various times; most

recently after Lhe severe storm./surge of the llth and

12th of November 1977 which produced considerable

overtopping at Fleetwood West Shore. Model tests have

been carried ouL by Hydraulics Research to determine

the optimun sea wall design for various stretches of
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this frontage, (see Bibliography). TLre walls have now
been upgraded to give a high degree of protection

against flooding. The foreshore narrows and the

shingle content gradually increases from Clevelys

north to Rossall Point. From Rossall point to the

mouth of the Wyre the urban frontage is developed

along a recurved spit. The direction of the nett

littoral drift is northwards to Rossall point and then

eastwards into the Lune Estuary. Ttre whole frontage

is extensively groyned with the groJmes being

relatively short and designed to retain the upper

beach.

The coastline to the east of the Wyre is largely

fringed with saltings of the pill ing and Cockerham

llarshes. The sands fronting l(nott End are gradually

replaced (to the east) by mudflats and the low 1ying

hinterland is protected by clay embankments. These

are the responsibility of North West Water.

The urban frontage at Knott End, which has a concrete

sea wal1 and wave return waIl as protection, is partly

the responsibility of North West Water. This

responsibility is shared with Lancashire County

Council where the road runs close to the shoreline.

To the east of the town the clay embankments have been

faced with rock armouring. Certain stretches of this

embanknent were badly darnaged by storms. The

embankment at Pill ing for instance has been reinforced

and rebuilt on a number of occasions. The saltings

fronting the embankment appear to be damaged in some

areas. The littoral drift is non existent in this

area .

North of Pi l l ing the responsibi l i_ty for coastal

defences lies with the Lancaster City Council and

their frontage extends north some 43l(ms to Silverdale.

From Pilling to the Schedule 4 boundary at Fishnet
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Point in the Lune Estuary and then downstream along

the north bank of the Estuary to Sunderland Point, the

1ow lying land is protected by floodbanks.

Responsibility for these defences lies with North West

Water round to a point just south of the hanlet of

Sunderland. The embankments are mostly clay and, in

places, are reinforced by concrete panelling. Along

this section, apart from the shoreline between Pilling

and Cockerham where North West Water have had to

reconstruct the banks, there is a fair degree of

shelter against wave activity. The walls north of

Cockerham are fronted by extensive saltings and sand

flats and there have been no serious sea defence

problems along this frontage. Between the Schedule 4

boundary and Sunderland Point on the north bank of the

Lune the coastline is particularly well sheltered and

the banks are intermittent.

The coastline around Sunderland Point is the

responsibility of the Lancaster City Council. Erosion

is taking place along the boulder clay cliffs at the

mouth of the Lune and the road connecting Sunderland

with Overton is flooded during high tides. The

coastal defences here consist of a short section of

sea waIl and gabion work. Just to the south west the

Point itself continues to erode. Middleton Sands, a

Iarge expanse of sand at the mouth of Morecambe Bay

extends north to Heysham Harbour. It provides the

coastline with a good degree of shelter and because of

this the backshore does not need to be protected.

Small areas of saltings have developed near the high

water mark whi-ch in this area is well seaward of the

shoreline. A massive sea vall has been constructed to

protect the Power Station at Heysham Harbour from

flooding. This wall extends over a frontage of some

1100m from Red l(nab to the south jetty of the harbour.

Feasibility studies have been carried out by

Hydraulics Research into the coastal regime of
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Middleton sands and hydraulic model tests were carried
out to determine the optimun profile for this wall
(see Bibliography). The land on which the power

Station stands was infil led with sand won from the
inter tidal zone. There is a pronounced north to

south littoral drift along this frontage and the
depressions left after sand extraction were rapidLy

infilled from updrift ie from Middleton Sands.

The harbour, built in 1904 is owned by British Rail

and the wharves together with the concrete sea wall to

the north of the entrance are in a reasonable

condition. North of the harbour there is a short

stretch of unprotected rocky foreshore. Beyond that

the whore of the urban frontage from ord Heysham north
to Hest Bank is protected by concrete and masonry sea

walls. In some areas the land is liable to flooding.

Following the severe flooding which took place on the

Ilth of Novenber 1977, the defences along parts of the

Morecambe Bay frontage were upgraded by the addition

of wave return wal1s set some distance back from the
main sea wal1s. These return walIs were constructed
principally to the west of the stone jetty and along
the golf course frontage at Happy Mount park. On the
31st of January 1983 flooding again took place and
prans were put in hand for further improvements to the
sea defences.

There are no known problems with regard to beach

stability along this frontage and sediment movement is
generally regulated by tidal action. For example

beach movements along the l{orecambe frontage are

believed to have a nett east to west residual. This

must be connected with tidal movements since the

largest wave heights are generated in the Irish Sea
and rrould tend to move material in the opposite

direct ion.
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Upstream of Hest Bank as far as Silverdale (the

Lancaster City boundary) the land is low lying and

largely unprotected. There are extensive saltings in

this part of the estuary. There are intermittent

stret,ches of floodbank at Bolton 1e Sands and again at

Carnforth. Ttre railway embankment provides protection

against flooding along parts of this frontage. lhere

was a scheme during the last century to reclaim large

tracts of saltings between Bolton 1e Sands and Park

Point. After spending some €84,000 the scheme was

abandoned, the only remaining evidence being an old

wall out on the mud flats. At Silverdale there is an

extensive area of saltings in front of the original

c l i f f .

The frontage from the east bank of the River Kent,

from Silverdale to the Kent Viaduct, is the

responsibility of the South Lakeland District Council

whose jurisdiction continues for some 50Kms along the

north shore of Morecambe Bay almost as far as

Rampside.

Between Silverdale and the Kent Viaduct (the Schedule

4 boundary) the shoreline is unprotected apart from a

IOOm stretch of stone waIl at New Barns and a further

B00m at Arnside. At New Barns the short length of

waI1 protects low lying land and is the responsibility

of North West Water. At Arnside the stone walls (the

responsibi l i ty of  the Distr ict  Counci l )  protect the

urban frontage, the walls being necessary because the

Kent Channel runs close inshore at this point.

Although the saltings here are generally healthy,

there is an area norLh of Arnside where the meandering

Iow water channel is cutting into the edge of the salt

marsh.

On the west shore of the River Kent, from the Viaduct

to Grange over Sands, there is a stretch of about
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3.BI(ms of railway embankments running close to the

shoreline and fronted by saltings. These serve to

protect low lying land and are the joint

responsibility of British Rail and North West Water.

Between Grange over Sands and Kents Bank Stati_on about

40% of the frontage is protected by concrete sea walls

and the rest is protected by a railway embankment

where it runs close to the shoreline. This is an

urban area and the responsibility for coast protection

is shared between British Rail and the South Lakeland

District Council. South of Kents Bank there are two

further stretches of railway embankment which serve as

coast protection and the responsibility for these is

shared between British Rail and North West Water.

Ihese consist of 400m of embankment from Kents Bank

Station to 300m west of Kirkhead End. Ttre 1ow lying

land between Humphrey Head and Cowpren point was

reclained in the early l8OOrs and protected by a 5IGn

long clay embankment. A fer* years later the Leven cut

through this embankment and much of the land to the

west was lost. A new waII was built across Low Moor

to protect the rest of the reclaimed land and the area

lost to the Leven is now a natural salting.

Responsibility for the upkeep of these embankments

rests largely with North West Water but there are also

some private frontages. North West Water and British

Rail again share responsibility for the railway

embankment stretching from north of Gulley Nab across

Carmel Sands to Plumpton Hall.

Plumpton Hall is the Schedule 4 boundary in the River

Leven. South from here towards Foulney Island the

coastline has intermittent coast protection, the

responsibility for which rests either with the South

Lakeland DistricL Council, Cumbria County Council or

North West Water.
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South of Plunpton HalI, the District Council have

jurisdiction over lKm of unprotected stretch of

coastline (extending south from the Leven Viaduct).

Southwards to the old Ulverston Cana1 (which was built

in 1795 and sealed off  in the 1940fs),  North West

Water maintain a 400m long rock revetment, while south

of the Canal the District Council maintain a short

Iength of stone sea wall. At Sandhall, south of

Ulverston, North West Water maintain some 900m of

earth embankment set back some distance landward of

the present shoreline. Ttris embankment is part of an

o1d railway line and is used to protect low lying land

from flooding. ltte foreshore along this stretch is

mainly of sand and the low water channel runs close

inshore. It is believed that the foreshore here is

gro5med, presumably to prevent the channel rnigrating

landwards and causing bank erosion.

The District Council have responsibility for a long

stretch of coastline from south of Sandhall almost to

Newbiggin. this responsibility is shared with the

Cumbria County Council. Protection along this

frontage consists of some l800m of rock revetment at

Conishead Bank, and a length of stone sea wall

protecting the Country Park at Bardsea. South of here

the coastline is unprotected, except for about 100m of

gabion work at lloat Farm, where the County Council use

this to protect the coast road. At Aldingham there is

a long history of erosion, and several houses have

been lost to the sea over the years. The upper beach

is of shingle while the lower foreshore is sand.

South of Newbiggin to the Council's boundary at

Peasholmes, the responsibi l i ty for coast protect ion

lies chiefly with North West Water although this is

shared with both the District and County Councils.

Coast protect ion consists of a 300m stretch of sea

wall and gabion vork protecting the road just south of
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Newbiggin, this being the responsibility of the County

Council. From Roosebeck House, south of Newbiggin, to

the District boundary the coastline is protected

nainly by concrete feced earth embankments (with a

wave return waII in places) and a short }ength of

concrete sea wall at the southern end of this

frontage. this frontage is the responsibility of

North West Water and the Cr:mbria County Council,

except for the sea wall to the south which is

maintained by the District Council.

South of the South Lakeland District Council's

boundary at Peasholmes, the responsibility for coast

protection rests with the Barrow in Furness Borough

Council. They have a coastline of some 62.5l(ms and

this includes the periphery of the islands of both

Wa1ney and PieI. The responsibility for coast

protection work is shared with British Rail, North

West Water, the British Transport Docks Board
(B.T.D.B.) and some pr ivate landowners.

From Peasholmes to Rampside, a distance of 1500n,

stone and concrete sea walls protect the coast road.

The more exposed east face of the artificial causeway

to Roa Island is protected by a sloping ttgabion'l

revetment. This consists of a thin mattress of wire

netting fil led with rock. Protection to the matt,ress

has been added by pouring bitumen over the surface.

However the netting is not PVC coated and is therefore

liable to rust quickly in areas where the bituninous

protect ion has spal led off .  The Island, which is
privately owned, is protected by rock revetments and
concrete and masonry waIls, some of which are rather

di lapidated. The coast l ine to Westf ield is

unprotected, whi le from Westf ield to Barrow Docks,

North West Water protect the coast with a 1300m length

of earth bank.
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The south facing frontage of Barrow Docks stretches

for some 2.5l(ms and here the B.T.D.B. maintain a

masonry sea wall which backs Roosecote Sands. A short

breakwater extends southwards from the western end of

this wall to deter the Sands from entering the Walney

Channel. Ttre main frontage of Barrow Docks has

masonry sea walls which extend over a distance of

3.8Kms. The Walney Channel runs close to these walIs,

various stretches of which are in different ownership

including private owners, the B.T.D.B. (the southern

end) and British Shipbuilders Ltd (from Devonshire

Dock northwards). North of Devonshire Dock the Walney

Channel becomes narrow and meanders between sand

banks. The mainland coast north to the Borough

boundary is largely unproteeted except for a 500m long

clay bank at Sandscale Haws within the Walney Channel

(North West Water) and a 1600m clay bank and railway

embankment north of Askhan in Furness (North West

Water and Bri t ish Rai l ) ,  both of which protect low

lying land.

Piel  Is land is sheltered by Wa1ney Island to the west.

It is the responsibility of the Department of the

Environment and is protected by some 500m of concrete

revetment and gabion work, mainly on the east side of

the Is land.

Walney Island is a thin strip of land formed of

glacial  deposits of c lays, gravels and sand. f t  is

less than 500m wide in places and has been inundated

on a number of occasions. The coastline consists

mainly of marram covered sand hills. On the landvard

face of Walney Island, protecti-on is intermittent and

consists mainly of earth banks. At North Sca1e,

towards the north end of the Island, there is a 500m

long, privately owned rock revetment which is in

rather a poor condition. Further south a 2km long

rock revetment protects the urban frontage at
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Vickerstown. There is then a short frontage between

Vickerstown and Tunrner Hill which appears to have no

coast protection. South from Tumrner Hill to Biggar, a

2kn long clay bank with stone pitching protects a road

and low lying land which is liable to flooding. From

Biggar Hill to Copt Hill there is a further

unprotected stretch of coastline. protection of the

1ow lying land south of Copt HiIl consists of a 2kn

long cobble revetment protecting the road edge and a

400m long stretch of privately owned earth bank at

Wylock Marsh which also appears to be protection to a

minor road. From Wylock Marsh to South End Haws the

shoreline is very sheltered and there are no formal

defences except for a stretch of embankrnent near Old

Park Lane where the land is particularly vulnerable to

flooding. South End Haws is an old shingle spit now

partly covered with sand dunes. The eastern end of the

spit has been used. for aggregate extraction. Here a

shingle bank has been made up and this forms the

seaward edge of a road which separates the gravel pits

from the sea. The bank is narrow and could possibly

be breached given a suitably severe conbination of

wave activity and high tidal levels. The area in the

vicinity of Haws Point is duned while the foreshore

has extensive shingle banks. Thus the extremity of

the island is reasonably safe from flooding. Again

there are extensive sand dunes on the south face of

the spit known as South End Haws and this area too

seems relatively safe from flooding or breaching.

On the seaward side of Walney Island, a straight beach

more than 16l(rns long is dotted with rock outcrops

among the sand. Coast protection is intermittent.

Changes in this area have been studied by phillips and

Rol l inson (see Bibl iography).  Their  report  indicates

that erosion is taking place in the centre of the

Island while accretion is dominant at both the

northern and southern ends. The reclaimed land on the
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seaward face of wylock Marsh is protected by about ll(m
of revetment (White Horse Scar). Further north a rock
revetment protects a low criff at Bent Haw. At Earnse

Scar an old, extensively repaired, concrete revetment

protects the Furness Golf course. The nett littorar

drift along the seaward face of the fsland is both

northwards and southwards with the divergence point

being just south of the Furness Golf Course.

5.5 The Duddon Estuary

to the Solway Firth

The Duddon Estuary is an extensive area of sand flats

fringed by saltings and with occasional limestone

outcrops. There are three maritime authorities in the
estuary although in practice a large stretch is

maintained by North West Water. On the eastern bank
of the estuary, Barrow in Furness Borough Council are

responsible for the section as far as pear Tree Beck

and South Lakeland District Council then re-assume

responsibility for a further 7.5l(ms north to the

Schedule 4 boundary at the Foxfield Viaduct.

From the dunes at, Sandscale Hawe upstream to Marsh

Farm (north of Askam in Furness) the coastline is

unprotected except, for a 500m long section of clay

bank (landward of Sanscale Hawe) protecting low lying

land. North of Marsh Farm to the Borough boundary

British Rail and North west water are responsible for
the railway embankment and flood bank which protect

the low lying hinterland.

From Pear Tree Beck upstream to the Foxfield Railway

Viaduct (the Schedule 4 boundary), the railway

embankment is protection to the 1ow lying hinterland.

This is the responsibility of British Rail and North

West Water.
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Copeland Borough Council are the coast protection

authority for the west bank of the estuary and then

north along the open coast as far as Lowca. This is a

stretch of some 69ltns and the responsibility is shared

with North West Water, Cumbria County Council, British

CoaI, British Rai1, the Whitehaven Harbour

Conrnissioners and private landowners.

From the Schedule 4 boundary at Foxfield to Millom, a

continuos 5.5Km stretch of clay embankment is

maintained by North West Water. The embankment is

situated some distance seaward of the railway line and

protects reclaimed marshland. The foreshore has

extensive saltings.

The town of Millon at the mouth of the estuary

oc.panded during the late 19th century when its j.ron

mines were the largest and busiest in Britain. The

last of these closed in 1968 and the harbour area is

now derelict. The town sti1l has the remains of the

old pier and the harbour wharves and a large frontage

east of the tovn is reclaimed land, formerly a slag

heap. The town frontage faces into the estuary and is

well sheltered from wave action. South of the

dereli-ct pier (near Crab Marsh) to Hodbarrow Point the

coast l ine consists of c lay cl i f fs,  a rocky upper

foreshore, and a wide expanse of inter tidal sand

f1ats. From Hodbarrow Point to HaverigE, a privately

owned, 2.lKrn long masonry sea walI (the Outer Barrier)

protects the site of the former j-ronworks against

flooding. The western end of this sea wa1l would

appear to be danaged and the face is covered by rock

armouring. The Haverrig frontage east of Haverigg

Pool,  is protected by some 500m of old stone sea wal l .

The concrete cladding on the seaward face is rather

badly damaged and parts of it have been repaired with

stone set,ts. West of Haverigg Pool the road edge is

very close to a steep sided stream and is protected by
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a parapet wall consisting of gabion boxes capped by a

concrete slab. TLre gabion boxes are PVC coated and

filled with angular rock. This part of the wall is

well outside the reach of normal tides and appears to

be in satisfactory condition. The waIl continues

westwards between the road and the damaged sand dunes

at the east end of Haverigg Bank but without the

concrete capping there is damage to the gabion boxes.

Here too the wall is above the tidal limit and most of

the danage is probably caused by pedestrians. Further

westwards the dunes appear to be stable and there is

some evidence of sand accretion near Haverigg Point.

The dunes extend to north of Kirkstanton Haws where

they give way to clay cliffs. The erosion of the

cliffs releases substantial quantities of shingle

which are transported a northward direction by

littoral drift. The sand and shingle beach extends

northwards to the mouth of the River Esk. Along this

stretch there are few coastal defences.

The clay cliffs disappear at Annaside and there is 1ow

Iying land at the mouth of the River Annas. The mouth

is deflected strongly northwards by the littoral drift

and the spit on its seaward side is reinforced by a

shingle bank. North of Annaside there are again short

stretches of 1ow clay cliffs extending to Marshside,

and erosion is taking place along this stretch. At

Marshside the road runs close to the shore. Here the

crest of the shingle ridge has been reinforced by a

gabion revetment which extends over a frontage of

about 200m. Ttre gabions are believed to be about l0

years old and are showing signs of wear and tear. To

the north of Marshside the shingle ridge extends along

the toe of the Eskmeals sand dune system. The M.O.D.

buildings to the north of Marshside are protected by

having the shingle scraped from the lower part of the

beach and pushed onto the crest of the shingle ridge.
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There are no formal coastal  defences along the M.O.D.

frontage which extends to the mouth of the Esk.

The village of Ravenglass is situated at the head of

the Esk Estuary. It is fronted by a wide sand

foreshore and protected by extensive sand spits and

sand dune systems on either side of the mouth of the

Esk. Part of the village has in fact no formal

defences with the houses backing directly onto the

foreshore and themselves acting as rrcoastal defeneestt.

Because of the tortuous nature of the Esk Channel

there is very little direct wave activity along this

frontage. There are short stretches of wall to fil l

in the gaps in the informal defences. These walls are

old but are believed to be in adequate condition. At

the north end of the town a low earth bank is

protected from river current erosion. This protection

consists of a Iow gabion wa1I, which is about 10 years

o1d. Vegetation in front of parts of this vaII

suggests that the erosion problen is not serious.

There are a few short groynes near the railway bridge

north of the village. These are subject to more

severe tidal scour and are damaged. North West Water

share the responsibility for protecting the village

with Copeland Borough Council.

The wide belt of sand dunes to the north of the Esk

Estuary appear to be stable and some accreti.on is

believed to be taking place at Drigg Point just north

of the river mouth. The foreshore here is about ll(m

wide at low tide and accretion is probably the result

of sand being blown inland from the beach. The sand

dunes are unprotected and extend northwards to

Seasca le .

The town of Seascale si ts on a f lat  boulder clay

shelf. At the south end of the town the coast road

runs close to the shoreline and coastal defences here
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consist of a 600m long concrete sea wall constructed

in 1950. The wal l  protects low clay cl i f fs.  The

beach here is narrow and consists of sand and shingle

over lying a rocky foreshore platform. Short gabion

gro)rnes were constructed in 1980 in an atternpt to

improve beach levels. Ttre gro5mes are subject to a

considerable degree of abrasion by beach pebbles and

have deteriorated badly. The amenity area to the

north of the concrete wa11 consists of a low clay bank

which is subject to erosion. A gabion sea wall has

been partially successful in retarding erosion but has

been subject to considerable damage at its southern

end. The beach in front of this wall consists of sand

and shingle and is partly grassed over suggesting that

wave induced erosion at the toe of the wall takes

place intermittently. Responsibility for the concrete

sea wall at the southern end of Seascale is shared

between the Cumbria County Council and the Copeland

Borough Council. The gabion wall is presumed to be

the responsibility of the Borough Council. North of

the defences at Seascale a shingle ridge, the

responsibility of British Rail, protects the coast for

a further 1500m.

From Seascale north to St Bees Head there are

intermittent stretches of sea waII which are mostly

the responsibility of British Rail since the railway

line runs along the backshore as far north as St Bees

Bay. Some of these walls and revetments are very old

and in a poor condition. Maintenance is often carried

out by concrete patching of the danaged areas.

Littoral drift along this frontage is low.

Irrnediately to the north of Seascale there are clay

cl i f fs part ly covered by sand dunes. Bri t ish Rai l

maintain a shingle embankment over some 1.5i(ms along

this frontage.
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At Nethert,on the railway line runs in a cutting and

some 600m of frontage is the responsibility of the

Copeland Borough Council. Here the foot of the cliffs
protected by a gabion sea wall. Ttris wall is built at

the crest of the shingle ridge and is liable to damage

during periods of severe storms when beach draw dolrn

takes place. In places the shingle beach is quite

substantial (to the south of Netherton for example)

and there are no formal defences. Some of the chalets

built on the backshore have their own rudimentary

protection in the form of concrete walls or timber

breastworks. AII the defences along this frontage are

of a fairly low cost nature. At the small promontory

midway along the Copeland frontage the beach is steep

and susceptible to draw down during storms making the

construction of effective defences rather difficutt.

British Rail protect the railway line north of

Netherton and their responsibility extends as far as

Marsh House, St Bees Bay. Just to the north of

Netherton a massive concrete gro5me has resulted in a

significant build up of shingle to the south,

indicating that the drift is from south to north. The

railway lines protected by an o1d concrete and masonry

faced embankment. The embanlcment is constructed on

the rocky foreshore and though it is somewhat

dilapidated it appears to be functioning adeguately.

Marsh House is protected by a short length of stepped

concrete sea wal1, the responsibi l i ty of  Br i t ish Rai l .

South of the walI the clay cliffs are protected in
places by a sloping masonry enbankment. The mouth of

the stream at Marsh House is protected by a low gabion

waII ext,ending over a frontage of some 300m. The

lrarr is situated at the crest of the shingte beach and

at the toe of the clay cl i f fs.  I t  is now in rather

poor repai.r .  North of the wal l  the clay cl i f fs along

the golf course frontage are eroding rapidly. At the

north end of the golf course there is a 40Om length of
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sheet steel piled wall backed in parts by a concrete

promenade. The shingle beach here is narrow and

groyned. The coastal defences are the responsibility

of the Copeland Borough Council. To the north of

these defences the eroding clay cliffs reappear and

are fronted by a shingle beach with a sandy lower

foreshore. This stretch of rural coastline is

undefended almost to l.Ihitehaven.

Some 1.5l(ms south of lihitehaven the toe of the friable

sandstone cliffs is protected by a 100rn length of sea

wall protecting British Coal frontage. Imnediately to

the south of Whitehaven harbour there is a 200m long

gabion retaining wal1 protecting amenity land at South

Beach. Constructed about 10 years ago the wall looks

to be sited sufficiently far up the beach to be

unaffected by wave action except during the highest

tides. The beach is of rounded quarry spoil and the

foreshore between the colliery and the pier is of sand

and shingle scattered with rocky outcrops. The nett

drift is in a south to north direction.

Within Whitehaven Harbour the piers, wa1ls and quays

are the responsibility of the Whitehaven Harbour

Corunissioners. The coastline to Redness Point, a

distance of almost lKm, is unprotected and the shingle

beach, held within the embayment formed by the North

Pier and Redness Point, is believed to be relatively

stable. This frontage is the responsibi l i ty of

Copeland Borough Council.

From Redness Point to Parton the railway once again

runs close to the shore. Here, Br i t ish Rai l  are

responsible for some l.4krn of sea wall which both

supports and protects the main railway }ine. Near the

stat ion at Parton a str ip of reclaimed land is

protected by a 400m length of gabi-on revetment. This

revetment, which is the responsibility of the Borough
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Council, is believed to be a little over l0 years old

and is in a poor eondition. Ttre foreshore rock

platform here is covered with a substantial layer of

pebbles and, judging by the overturning of some of the

gabion boxes during storms, the beaeh is subject to

large changes in leve1.

From just north of Parton to the Borough boundary near

Lowca, the railway line runs along the edge of the

sandstone el i f fs.  Along this 3.3Km frontage

intermittent sea walls protect the main railway line.

These are maintained by British RaiI. The beaches

along this stretch are of shingle with sand on the

rocky lower foreshore platform. The nett drift is

from south to north.

From north of Lowca to Easton Marsh in the estuary of

the Solway Firth the coast protection authority is the

Al lerdale Distr ict  Counci l .  Their  coastal

responsibility extends over a frontage of some 69lfus

and is shared in part by North West Water, Cumbria

County Council, British Rail and several harbour and

dock authorities. For about 70Om north of the

District boundary the coastline is undefended and

parts of this stretch has been reclaimed from the sea.

The next 500m, extending to the south breakwater of

Harrington Harbour, is also reclaimed 1and. It is

protected by a concrete sea wall and the beach is

groSmed.

Originally the source of beach material for the

stretch of coastline between St Bees Head and

Workington lrere the cliffs at St Bees Head. In more

recent years the primary supply of beach material and

the areas of land reclamation behind the present beach

has been col l iery and steel mi l I  waste ie slag and

shale. A great deal of this material has been dumped

on the foreshore over the years and as a result the
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beach width has increased substantially. However,

within the last twenty years the supply of waste has

declined with the closure of steel mills and

collieries in the area. The slag and shale is

gradually reducing in volune as a result of abrasion

and decomposition and hence areas which were once

zones of accretion now require protection. Ttris

appears to be the situation south of Harrington

Harbour.

At Harri-ngton Harbour, on the southern outskirts of

Workington, the various piers, walls and quays are

maintained by the HarringLon Harbour Conrnissioners.

Between Harrington and Salterbeck the stretch of

coastline (about ll(m) is unprotected and privately

owned. It does not receive a large supply of material

since Harrington Harbour interrupts a proportion of

the littoral drift. Erosion is like1y to continue in

this area. North from Salterbeck as far as the

breakwater south of Workington Harbour (about 3.5l(ms)

the coastal fringe is the responsibility of British

SteeL. This is largely unprotected and wi-1l also

erode but at a lower rate than the 1lfu stretch to the

south. The coastline is dominated by large quantities

of steel mill waste and betneen Salterbeck and

Workington tipping has resulted in the high water line

being moved seawards by as much as I25m. The

reduction of this supply has resulted in the onset of

erosion. Material eroded from these cliffs travels

northwards in the direction of the nett littoral drift

to accrete against the south breakwater of Workington

Harbour. For a number of years this material was

extracted from the beach near the harbour and used for

aggregate. This operation has now ceased and the

beach, in due course, is l ike1y to recover.

Ultimately the coastline will try to revert to its

natural position prior to dumping since the waste is
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generally less resistant to breakdown than natural

beach material.

TLre piers, jetties and walls of Worki.ngton Harbour are

maintained by the Cumbria County Council.

North of the harbour the coastal strip consists of

reclaimed land. Here the supply of colliery waste has

for many years outstripped the rate of northward drift

and accretion has been taking place until quite

recently. Because this area is downdrift of the

harbour it is suffering from a deficit of beach

material. Although there is stil1 a large quantity of

waste material the construction of coastal defences

has reduced the supply of material available to be

transported northwards. Here too, much of the land

lying seaward of the 'rnaturalr' high water line is

likely to be at risk in the long tern. T\ao stretches

of stepped concrete sea waIl, separated by a small

headland, have been constructed by Allerdale District

Council to protect an area of reclaimed land south of

Siddick. Beach erosion is taking place along this

frontage and concrete/gabion gro)rnes have been used to

hold the beach and reduce the rate of northward drift.

These are in poor repair. A concrete bag gro5me has

fared somewhat better although it would be liable to

failure if beach levels falI sufficiently to undermine

the structure. A gabion revetment which once

protected the frontage to the Siddick industrial area

failed and has been partly replaced by a riprap

prot,ect,ion. North of the riprap protection there is a

short stret,ch of stepped concrete walI which is an

unfinished stat,e. To the north the beach is narrow

and the crest of the shingle ridge (on which the

railway runs) is liable to overtopping. In the severe

storms of L977 a breach occurred here, washing away

parts of the railway embankment. The repaired

embankment is stil l at the same level and the area
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continues to be at risk of flooding. An embankment

has been constructed by the Council landwards and

paralle1 to the railway embankment so as to protect

the Process Indust,ry Park from flooding.

From Siddick northwards the coastal area is privately

owned and unprotected for a distance of about 4.5Kms.

Ttre beach here consists of shingle overlying a sandy

lower foreshore. Like the frontage at Siddick this

area too is undergoing beach erosion and the coastal

area is liable to flooding. This frontage did not

receive the large quantities of waste material which

was dumped on the foreshore further southward. Ttre

beaches therefore have less of a buffer of artificial

material and are now subject also to diminishing drift

from the south.

From Risehow Farm to Maryport Docks the unprotected

coast l ine (1.25Kms) is the responsibi l i ty of  the

County Council. This area once had an accreting beach

due to the nett south to north drift being arrested by

the piers of Maryport Harbour. Erosion is now taking

place here and the colliery waste tip at Risehow is

being undermined. The south pier is now exposed to

wave action where until recent years, there was a

substantial beach. It seems likely that erosion in

this area is connected with the former extraction of

material from inrnediately south of the harbour

entrance. The problen of erosion in the future may be

compounded by the fact that the Maryport dock area was

developed on reclaimed land.

Maryport Harbour has a total frontage of about 600m,

and the piers, walls and quays of the harbour are

maintained by the Harbour Commissioners. The harbour,

built in the lSth century, has now silted up and is

now only of use to yachts and small fishing boats.

Si l tat ion in the docks is bel ieved to be largely the
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result of settlement of river borne silt. However

siltation within the approach channel and at the

entrance to the docks consists of material from the

beaches adjacent to the South Pier. Bypassing of the

harbour takes place (the seaward ends of the piers dry

out at low t ide).

To the north of the harbour entrance, the District

Council maintain some 2.2kn of sea walls which extend

to Bank End at the northern end of the town frontage.

The protection is made up of sheet steel pi_ling and

concrete encased masonry walls. Built some 60 years

ago the walls protect sandstone cliffs which are prone

to erosion. Ttre condition of the walls is rather poor

despite being repaired in recent times. The beach of

shingle over sand lies downdrift of the harbour and,

despite some b54passing across the harbour entrance

from the south, is also subject to a deficit in beach

volume.

The sandstone cliffs give way to low lying land to the

north which are bordered by low sand dunes and

grassland and with sand and shingle on the foreshore.

Ttris typifies the conditions on the west coast of

Curnbria with sand dunes extending over rmrch of the

frontage to Si l loth.

From Bank End on the northern outskirts of Maryport to

Dubinill Point the eroding coast is unprotected except

for some sand dune stabilisation. The land is low

lying and relies on the dunes and the shingle ridge at

their toe for prevention against flooding. This

stretch of coast is in private ovnership. At DubmiII

Point the County Council maintain some B00m of

concrete sea walI fronted by gabion groynes. These

defences protect the coast road which runs close to

the shore at this point. The wall has been in place

for a number of years and stil l gives some protection.
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5.6 The Solway Fir th

However the gabion gro)rnes have now become badly

damaged as a result of corrosion by salt water and

attrition by beach pebbles, making them largely

ineffect ive in arrest ing the l i t toral  dr i f t .

From Dubmill Point north to Silloth the coast is

protected by a long shingle ridge over a muddy sand

foreshore. Ttre foreshore, which increases in width in

a northward direction, is quite flat and the inter

tidal area extends seawards over 1.5l(ms at low water.

Ihe coast is backed by low sand dunes which extend to

Silloth. Silloth Docks are owned by the British

Transport Docks Board who maintain the piers, quays

and wharves of the small harbour.

Wide tracts of saltings and marshland have developed

on the south side of the estuary and extend from

Silloth upstream to the schedule 4 boundary and

beyond. The land is low lying and, with the exception

of a stretch of sea waII and rock revetrnent north of

Silloth, is either protected by ctay embankments or is

undefended.

The coastline turns north east i-nto the Solway Firth.

Between Silloth Harbour and Skinburness, concrete sea

walls and groSmes protect a frontage of some 3.2Kms.

The upper foreshore here is grolmed and there is

evidence of erosion taking place to the north of the

harbour. Protection has been ext,ended northwards to

Skinburness and consists of some 500m of rock

revetment. Responsibility for both the sea waII and

revetment lies with the Allerdale District Council.

To the east of Skinburness there are large ocpanses of

saltings and marshland and wide inter tidal mudflats.

The low lying hinterland is protected from flooding by

internittent stretches of clay embankments which are
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the responsibility of North West Water. The first

stretch of clay embankment extends from Skinburness to

Calvo Marsh. Further east the bay is well sheltered

from wave action and here the landward edge of the

rnarsh is undefended. Further upstream the banks are

intermittent and fragmentary. The land behind the

marshes of Skinburness and Newton is protected by some

7.5Kms of clay embankments.

Around the fringe of Bowness Conrnon and eastwards to

Herdhill Scar and Bowness the coast is largely

unprotected and in pri_vate ownership. The inter tidal

zone in some areas is slowly accreting while other

areas are relatively stable. The small "headlandil of

Herdhill Scar is all that remains of the embanknent

that once carried the railway line across the Firth to

the Seott ish coasc.

The coastline to the east of Herdhill Scar is eroding

slowly, probably due to the landward movement of the

Iow water channels. Inrnediately east of Herdhill Scar

the County Council maintain a short length of concrete

revetment which protects the road. The low lying

coast,al strip continues up the estuary to the

Allerdale District boundary and beyond. At Bowness on

Solway, about 1.5l(ms east of Herdhill Scar, the County

Council protect a further stretch of highway over a

distance of 700m, with concrete and stone revetments.

From Bowness the privately owned shoreline is

unprotected as far east as Drumburgh (with the

excepti.on of a short length of sea wall at port

Carl is le).  East of Drumburgh to the Distr ict  boundary

there is some 1.5km of embankrnent being the line of an

old railway. Thi-s protects the land behind. Easton

Marsh.

The next coast protection authority is Carlisle City

Counci l .  Th"y have some 2.5kms of coast l ine, 2.3Kms
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